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ABSTRACT
Recently there has been growing interest in robotic systems with several
promising applications such as transportation, delivery of goods, surveillance
and cinematography. Additionally, multi-robot systems are being increas-
ingly considered for applications such as exploration, target tracking and
formation control. A vital component of these robotic systems is planning
trajectories that are collision-safe. Furthermore, for multi-robot systems it
is highly desirable to plan trajectories that maintain communication con-
nectivity within the system, thus enabling coordination between robots. For
practical robots, trajectory planning is challenging due to the presence of un-
certainties in robot motion and sensor measurements. These uncertainties re-
sult in the robot deviating from the planned trajectory and can consequently
lead to collisions or loss of communication connectivity within multi-robot
systems. Thus, it is important to explicitly account for motion and sensing
uncertainties while designing trajectory planning algorithms.
Reachability analysis is a popular verification-based tool where reachable
sets for the robot are first computed along candidate trajectories and then
used to plan collision-safe trajectories. However, previous works do not ex-
plicitly account for robot sensing uncertainties in their formulation. While
there exist algorithms for trajectory planning under sensing uncertainties,
these works model the uncertainties as known Gaussian distributions, which
is not always valid. For instance, Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)
pseudorange measurements may contain additional biases in urban environ-
ments due to non-line-of-sight signals or multipath effects. These biases
in sensor measurements lead to further deviations from the planned trajec-
tory and thus must be accounted for during planning. On the other hand,
for multi-robot systems, the topic of connectivity maintenance has been ex-
plored in literature. However, previous works assume simplified robot motion
models and do not account for motion and sensing uncertainties in their for-
mulation.
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The contribution of this dissertation is to develop trajectory planning algo-
rithms that mitigate the aforementioned limitations in previous works. For
planning collision-safe trajectories, we first develop a reachability analysis
to predict possible robot deviations under motion and sensing uncertainties.
We model the sensing uncertainties as a Gaussian distribution along with an
additional bias. Next, we integrate the reachability analysis with an existing
trajectory planning framework to plan collision-safe trajectories. Finally, we
statistically validate via simulations that the reachability analysis captures
the possible robot deviations. The applicability of the trajectory planner
is then demonstrated for collision-safe GNSS-based navigation of fixed-wing
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs). For connectivity maintenance of multi-
robot systems, we develop a distributed Alternating Direction Method of
Multipliers (ADMM) based trajectory planner that explicitly accounts for
motion and sensing uncertainties. We simulate a multi-UAV system and sta-
tistically validate that our planner maintains connectivity within the system
for multiple scenarios.
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Recently there has been growing interest in robotic systems such as Un-
manned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) and autonomous ground vehicles. Sev-
eral promising applications have emerged in recent years including trans-
portation [1, 2, 3], delivery of goods [4, 5, 6, 7], aerial or ground surveil-
lance [8, 9, 10] and cinematography [11]. The Federal Aviation Administra-
tion (FAA) projects that the UAV fleet within the United States will grow to
1.5 million vehicles by 2024 [12], with corresponding traffic management rules
being explored [13]. Meanwhile, autonomous ground vehicles are currently
being tested in controlled environments for transportation [14] and delivery
of goods [7]. Additionally, multi-robot systems are being increasingly con-
sidered [15] due to their ability to coordinate (through inter-robot communi-
cation) and execute complex missions in a safe [16, 17] and efficient manner.
Example applications for multi-robot systems include exploring unknown ar-
eas [18, 19, 20], target tracking [21, 22], formation control [23, 24, 25], and
cooperative manipulation [26]. Fig. 1.1 shows a few example applications of
these robotic systems.
A vital component for safe deployment of the aforementioned robotic sys-
tems is trajectory planning. Trajectory planning for a robot typically involves
planning its motion over a time horizon while satisfying certain requirements
such as maintaining collision-safety. Furthermore, for multi-robot systems it
is highly desirable to plan trajectories such that communication connectivity
is maintained within the system.
1.1 Trajectory Planning Under Uncertainty
The presence of uncertainties is an inherent characteristic of practical robotic




Figure 1.1: Example applications of robotic systems for (a,b) delivery of
goods [6, 7], (c) transportation [3], and multi-robot systems for (d)
agricultural farming [27] and (e) exploration of unknown areas [20].
uncertainty in knowledge of the robot motion, uncertainty in the robot’s
sensor measurements, uncertainty in knowledge of the surroundings such as
obstacle locations and uncertainty about the operational environment such
as unknown wind disturbances. Here motion uncertainties refer to the errors
between the actual robot motion and a mathematical motion model, whereas
sensing uncertainties refer to errors in sensor measurements such as errors
in localization measurements. These motion and sensing uncertainties result
in the robot deviating from the planned trajectory which can consequently
lead to undesirable outcomes such as collisions or loss of communication
connectivity within multi-robot systems as illustrated in Fig. 1.2. Thus, it
is important to explicitly account for motion and sensing uncertainties while
designing trajectory planning algorithms.
1.2 Related Work
In this section, we discuss related works on trajectory planning under un-
certainty that use reachability analysis and tree-based planners. Addition-
ally, we discuss how relevant state estimation algorithms account for sensing
uncertainties. Finally, previous works on connectivity maintenance of multi-




Figure 1.2: Presence of motion and sensing uncertainties lead to robots
deviating from their planned trajectories, potentially resulting in collisions
or loss of communication connectivity. (a) While the planned trajectory
(black dashed line) for the UAV is collision-free, deviations (blue line, faded
UAVs) lead to collisions (red star) with obstacles (orange). (b) For a
system with 4 UAVs, these deviations (faded UAVs) from the planned
positions lead to the inter-robot distance becoming larger than the
communication range and consequently resulting in loss of communication
connectivity (red dashed line) within the system.
1.2.1 Reachability Analysis
Reachability analysis is a powerful formal verification-based tool that is com-
monly used to provide collision-safety guarantees for robotic systems. The
fundamental idea is to compute sets of states (robot positions and orienta-
tions) that can be reached when a robot follows a trajectory. These reachable
sets capture possible deviations of the robot due to various sources of uncer-
tainty. During trajectory planning these reachable sets are computed along
candidate trajectories and then used to evaluate their collision-safety.
Initial works on reachability analysis [30, 31, 32, 33] computed the reach-
able sets along a single trajectory for linear systems. Extensions to non-
linear systems [34, 35, 36, 37, 38] were explored in two primary directions.
In [35, 36] the authors linearized a non-linear system, and computed the
reachable sets for the linearized system while obtaining conservative bounds
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for the linearization errors (referred to as Lagrange remainders). An alternate
approach was taken in [37, 38], where the authors used polynomial set repre-
sentations and computed the reachable sets directly for a non-linear system.
However, such set representations come with an additional computational
cost [39] which is not desirable for purposes such as trajectory planning.
Different flavors of reachability analysis have been presented for trajectory
planning where the reachable sets are computed along a family of trajectories.
In [39, 40, 41] the authors use a reachability toolbox [42] to compute the
reachable sets and then select trajectories where the reachable sets do not
intersect with obstacles. The works in [43, 44, 45] follow a similar approach,
where [43] uses a polynomial set representation and [44, 45] use level sets for
their reachability analysis. These works do not explicitly account for sensing
uncertainties and typically assume that the robot has access to its true state
while it follows the planned trajectory. However, sensing uncertainties affect
the robot’s state estimation and cause the robot to deviate further from the
planned trajectory. Thus it is important to account for sensing uncertainties
while computing reachable sets used for planning collision-safe trajectories.
1.2.2 Trajectory Planning Under Motion and Sensing
Uncertainties
Recent works [46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51] build upon traditional tree-based plan-
ning algorithms [52, 53] to address the presence of motion and sensing un-
certainties. While these recent works check for collision-safety by predicting
possible robot deviations along candidate trajectories, the authors assume
the sensing uncertainties to be represented by known Gaussian distributions.
In [46, 47] the authors predict the state (position and orientation) uncertainty
for a robot with a linear-quadratic-Gaussian controller, i.e., a combination of
a Kalman filter and a linear-quadratic-regulator. The work in [48] predicts a
distribution over the robot states along candidate trajectories by considering
the distribution in the state estimation error in addition to all possible state
estimates that could be realized along the trajectory. In [49, 50] the authors
predict the state uncertainty for monocular camera-based navigation. [49]
assumes known Gaussian distributions for localization measurements associ-
ated with visual features in a stored map, whereas [50] also assumes a known
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Gaussian distribution for the localization uncertainty which is obtained us-
ing photometric information available in advance. However, the assumption
that sensing uncertainties along candidate trajectories can be represented in
advance by known Gaussian distributions is not always valid. For instance,
for outdoor state estimation robotic systems generally use Global Navigation
Satellite System (GNSS) measurements. GNSS pseudorange measurements
typically contain an additional bias in urban environments due to signal
reflections from nearby buildings [54]. These effects are classified either as
multipath, where both the direct and reflected signals from the same satellite
are received; or as non-line-of-sight (NLOS), where only the reflected satellite
signal is received [55]. Fig. 1.3 illustrates GNSS multipath and NLOS effects.
Generally, NLOS effects result in large biases in pseudorange measurements.
Various outlier rejection techniques and 3-dimensional (3D) map-based tech-
niques have been proposed to detect and exclude the corresponding measure-
ments [56, 57, 58, 59, 60]. On the other hand, biases due to multipath effects
are relatively smaller and more challenging to detect. Previous works [55, 61]
have proposed methods to calculate the bounds for these multipath biases
using a 3D map and the GNSS receiver architecture. Thus, it is important
for a trajectory planner to account for these additional bounded biases in the
sensor measurements while finding collision-safe trajectories for the robot.
Figure 1.3: GNSS pseudorange measurements contain an additional bias in
urban environments due to multipath and NLOS effects. Multipath occurs
when both the direct (green) and reflected (yellow) signals from the same
satellite are received, whereas NLOS occurs when the direct satellite signal
is blocked (red) and only the reflected (orange) signal is received.
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The problem of an additional bias in measurements also exists for other
commonly used sensors, apart from GNSS receivers. In [62] the authors
develop a method to detect biases due to data association errors in visual
localization measurements, whereas [63] derive closed-form solutions to de-
termine biases in measurements from an inertial measurement unit. Thus,
while we focus on the sensing uncertainties in GNSS measurements, the al-
gorithms developed in this dissertation are also applicable for other sensor
configurations.
1.2.3 Trajectory Planning for GNSS-based Navigation
Trajectory planning for GNSS-based navigation in urban environments has
been previously explored. In [61] the authors propose an A* planning al-
gorithm to route UAVs through areas with fewer GNSS positioning errors.
The work in [64] also uses a similar A*-based planner while accounting for
additional sources of GNSS errors such as the receiver thermal noise and
reflections from the UAV airframe. In [65] the authors first generate a relia-
bility map for GNSS and cellular signals, and then use a Djikstra planner to
find the shortest trajectory that minimizes positioning error and guarantees
that the state estimation uncertainty is below a desired threshold. [66] de-
fines GNSS dilution-of-precision layers in the environment and uses them to
design trajectories with given positioning accuracy requirements for multiple
UAVs. The work in [67] uses particle swarm optimization to plan the short-
est trajectory that avoids areas with low GNSS satellite visibility and with
a high dilution-of-precision. While the planned trajectories in these works
are collision-free, the authors do not check for the collision-safety due to the
possible deviations arising from motion and sensing uncertainties.
1.2.4 State Estimation in Presence of Measurement Biases
The presence of an additional bounded bias along with a stochastic compo-
nent in the sensor measurements has previously been addressed in the field
of state estimation. Generally state estimation algorithms assume one of two
distinct measurement error models: a stochastic error model or a bounded er-
ror model. Typically for stochastic error models the measurement errors are
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assumed to have a Gaussian distribution and the system state is estimated
using Bayesian filters such as the Kalman filter [28]. On the other hand, set-
membership techniques such as the zonotopic Kalman filter [68] have been
proposed for bounded error models. In [69, 70] the authors merge the two er-
ror models by accounting for the presence of both a bounded bias along with
a stochastic component in the sensor measurements. While such a merged
approach accounts for additional bounded biases in sensor measurements,
these works [69, 70] focus on designing optimal state estimators instead of
predicting possible robot deviations and trajectory planning, which is of our
primary interest.
1.2.5 Connectivity Maintenance for Multi-robot Systems
The general approach of previous connectivity maintenance algorithms is to
synthesize control inputs for each robot in the system such that either local
connectivity or global connectivity of the system is maintained [71]. Local
Connectivity Maintenance (LCM) methods focus on preserving the initial
topology of connections within the multi-robot system [72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77].
Thus, if two robots are initially connected, the synthesized control inputs
for these robots maintain their connection throughout the mission. LCM
methods typically consist of relatively simple computations since the con-
trol inputs for each robot depend only on local information of the robots
to which it is connected. However, the freedom of motion for each robot
is restricted since initial connections between robots are not allowed to be
broken. Global Connectivity Maintenance (GCM) methods on the other
hand allow individual connections to break as long as there exists a (poten-
tially multi-hop) communication path between any two robots in the sys-
tem [78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87]. Thus, each robot is afforded a
greater freedom of motion in comparison to LCM methods.
A limitation of the previous connectivity maintenance works is that they
do not explicitly account for robot motion and sensing uncertainties in their
theoretical formulation. As mentioned in Section 1.1, these uncertainties
lead to robots deviating from the planned trajectories which directly affects
the connectivity within the system. Thus, it is important to explicitly ac-
count for robot motion and sensing uncertainties while designing connectivity
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maintenance methods.
Additionally, the majority of the previous connectivity maintenance works
use a simplified single integrator model to represent the robot motion [79,
80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86]. This motion model assumes that the robot can
instantaneously change its direction of motion and move towards a desired
position for connectivity maintenance. Thus, these works derive control in-
puts in a myopic fashion, i.e., only for the current time instant. However,
for most practical robots, such as UAVs, the direction of motion is not in-
stantaneously changeable. The trajectory that the robot follows typically
depends on additional quantities (such as previous velocities [88, 89]) and
hence the robot might not be able to move towards the desired position in-
stantaneously. Thus, for connectivity maintenance, it is important to derive
control inputs in a non-myopic fashion by considering the trajectory of the
robot over multiple future time instants.
Local Connectivity Maintenance (LCM)
LCM methods for multi-robot systems are advantageous due to their de-
centralized nature and their computational simplicity. In [72], the authors
introduce a localized notion of connectivity and show that under certain con-
ditions, the global connectivity of the system is also guaranteed. The work
in [73] designs a control strategy for the formation control of multi-robot
systems while maintaining the initial topology of connections between the
robots. In [74], the authors use a potential field-based method for LCM and
later extend it to account for robots with bounded control inputs in [75].
The authors in [76] include a repulsive potential field to additionally account
for collisions while maintaining local connectivity. [77] builds on the LCM
method in [75] to account for critical (close to breaking) initial connections
and the presence of leader robots in the system. However, as mentioned
above, these works result in less freedom of motion for robots compared to
GCM methods.
Global Connectivity Maintenance (GCM)
GCM is widely addressed in literature. Previous methods typically represent
the multi-robot system as a weighted undirected graph and use the alge-
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braic connectivity of this graph as an indicator of the system connectivity.
The algebraic connectivity is defined as the second smallest eigenvalue of
the graph Laplacian matrix, as discussed later in Section 2.2. In [80], the
authors present a decentralized power iteration algorithm for each robot to
estimate the algebraic connectivity of the system. This estimate is then used
to design a decentralized gradient-based controller for GCM. [83] and [81]
build on the method in [80] by defining a decentralized estimation procedure
for algebraic connectivity that is formally guaranteed to be stable. Given
the estimation error boundedness, they prove that the proposed control law
guarantees GCM if the control parameters are chosen appropriately. Fur-
ther, in [82] the authors extend their previous GCM works of [83] and [81]
by taking into account the presence of an additional (bounded) control in-
put for each robot. [84] extends on [83] and [81] by explicitly accounting
for additional inter-robot constraints such as a desired relative distance and
collision avoidance. In [85], the authors design a GCM method to account
for robots with bounded control inputs. They present a theoretical analysis
to evaluate the robustness of the proposed controller to bounded errors in
estimate of the system algebraic connectivity. However, the estimation error
bound is heuristically obtained without explicitly accounting the for sources
of uncertainty such as robot motion and sensing uncertainties.
Another common approach for GCM is to design optimization-based meth-
ods without estimating the value of the algebraic connectivity itself. In [78],
the authors find optimal positions for vertices of a graph that maximize the
algebraic connectivity. [79] follows a similar approach and derives control
inputs for a multi-robot system using a decentralized potential field-based
method. In [87], the authors develop a differential game-theoretic formula-
tion for maximizing the algebraic connectivity in the presence of a malicious
jammer. [86] uses control barrier functions to integrate a GCM requirement
with an additional control input for each robot.
While many of these works develop decentralized methods with GCM guar-
antees, they do not explicitly account for robot motion and sensing uncer-
tainties and a majority of them assume a simplified single integrator robot
motion model. Thus, in their simulation/experimental setups they make sim-
plifications; for instance, assuming perfect sensing information such as perfect
localization measurements and/or using slow-moving robots that can be rea-
sonably modeled as single integrator systems. However, practical robots are
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typically represented by higher-fidelity motion models and use state estima-
tion filters to estimate their positions under motion and sensing uncertain-
ties [28].
1.3 Our Contributions
In this dissertation, we design trajectory planning algorithms for robotic
systems that address the limitations in previous works discussed above in
Section 1.2. A reachability analysis is developed to account for sensing un-
certainties that contain a stochastic component along with an additional
bounded bias. We integrate the reachability analysis with an existing plan-
ning framework to find collision-safe trajectories. For multi-robot systems,
a trajectory planning algorithm is designed to maintain communication con-
nectivity under the presence of motion and sensing uncertainties. The main
contributions are summarized as follows:
1. Reachability Analysis for Linear Systems Under Motion and
Sensing Uncertainties: In order to evaluate collision-safety along
candidate trajectories during planning, it is important to predict possi-
ble robot deviations due to motion and sensing uncertainties. Previous
works on trajectory planning either assume the sensing uncertainties
to be known Gaussian distributions (Section 1.2.2) or do not account
for sensing uncertainties altogether (Section 1.2.1).
We develop a reachability analysis for robotic systems represented by
linear motion and sensing models, while accounting for motion and
sensing uncertainties. Here we model the sensing uncertainties to con-
tain a stochastic component (modeled as a Gaussian distribution) along
with an additional bounded bias. The process of mathematical induc-
tion is used to derive an expression to compute reachable sets for the
robot along a single trajectory. Finally, we discuss simulation results
for two linear robotic systems and statistically validate that the com-
puted reachable sets capture the possible deviations due to the motion
and sensing uncertainties.
2. Reachability Analysis for Non-linear Systems Under Motion
and Sensing Uncertainties: Widely used practical robotic systems
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such as fixed-wing UAVs are usually represented by non-linear motion
models [89]. Additionally, common sensing models such as ranging
measurements from beacons or GNSS satellites are also represented
by non-linear sensing models. Thus, it is important to analyze the
reachability of non-linear robotic systems. While previous non-linear
reachability analysis works exist (Section 1.2.1), these do not account
for robot sensing uncertainties.
We extend our reachability analysis to robotic systems represented by
non-linear motion and sensing models. Similar to the linear reacha-
bility analysis, sensing uncertainties are modeled to contain a Gaus-
sian stochastic component along with an additional bounded bias. An
expression to compute reachable sets for the robot along a single tra-
jectory is derived and a Gaussian approximation is proposed for the
linearization errors (Lagrange remainders) arising in the reachability
analysis. Finally, we present simulations for a non-linear robotic sys-
tem and statistically validate the computed reachable sets.
3. Collision-safe Trajectory Planning Under Motion and Sens-
ing Uncertainties: Given that our reachability analysis allows us
to predict possible deviations due to motion and sensing uncertain-
ties along a single trajectory, a planning framework is required to find
collision-safe trajectories from an initial robot state to a goal state.
Planning frameworks typically involve considering multiple candidate
trajectories, and thus, it is important to evaluate the collision-safety of
these candidate trajectories efficiently. Additionally, for computational
tractability, planning frameworks compare candidate trajectories and
eliminate undesirable ones.
We integrate our reachability analysis with an existing planning frame-
work [51] in order to plan collision-safe trajectories under motion and
sensing uncertainties. A heuristic approximation of the reachability
analysis is proposed which allows us to efficiently evaluate the collision-
safety of candidate trajectories during the planning process. In order
to compare candidate trajectories during planning, we design a met-
ric for the size of the reachable sets. This metric helps us to identify
and eliminate undesirable candidate trajectories. Finally, via simula-
tions, we demonstrate the applicability of the trajectory planner for
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GNSS-based navigation of fixed-wing UAVs in an urban environment.
Results are discussed for a UAV in a static environment and in a shared
airspace with other UAVs. The collision-safety of the UAVs along the
planned trajectories is statistically validated.
4. Trajectory Planning for Connectivity Maintenance of Multi-
robot Systems Under Motion and Sensing Uncertainties: Main-
taining communication connectivity within a multi-robot system is
highly desirable since it enables robots to coordinate and execute com-
plex tasks safely and efficiently. For connectivity maintenance of prac-
tical systems it is important to plan robot trajectories in a non-myopic
fashion (over multiple future time instants) while accounting for robot
motion and sensing uncertainties.
We design a trajectory planner for connectivity maintenance of a multi-
robot system under motion and sensing uncertainties. We first define a
weighted undirected graph to represent the connectivity of the system
where we explicitly account for robot motion and sensing uncertain-
ties while formulating the graph edge weights. Next, the algebraic
connectivity of the weighted undirected graph is maintained above a
specified lower limit using a non-myopic trajectory planner based on
a distributed Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM)
framework. Here we derive an approximation for the Hessian matrices
required within the ADMM optimization step to reduce the compu-
tational load. Finally, simulation results are discussed to statistically
validate the connectivity maintenance of our trajectory planner.
1.4 Dissertation Outline
Chapter 2 presents the preliminaries required for the algorithms described in
the following chapters. We describe the set representation used in our reach-
ability analysis and discuss the corresponding set operations. Additionally,
relevant background from the field of graph theory is provided which is used
in our connectivity maintenance algorithm for multi-robot systems.
In Chapter 3 our reachability analysis for robotic systems represented by
linear motion and sensing models is presented. Here the sensing uncertainty
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is modeled to contain an additional bounded bias along with a stochastic
component (modeled as a Gaussian distribution). We derive an expression
to compute the reachable sets for the robot along a single trajectory and
statistically validate the computed reachable sets via simulations for two
linear robotic systems.
Chapter 4 extends our reachability analysis to robotic systems represented
by non-linear motion and sensing models. We follow a similar process as
in Chapter 3, to derive an expression to compute the reachable sets for the
robot along a single trajectory. An approximation for the linearization er-
rors within the reachability analysis is developed. We simulate a non-linear
robotic system and statistically validate the computed reachable sets.
In Chapter 5 we develop the trajectory planning algorithm to plan collision-
safe trajectories using our reachability analysis from Chapters 3 and 4. A
heuristic approximation of our reachability analysis is provided to efficiently
evaluate collision-safety of candidate trajectories during planning. Addi-
tionally, a metric for the size of the computed reachable sets is proposed
allowing us to compare different candidate trajectories during the planning
process. We discuss simulations demonstrating the applicability of the tra-
jectory planner for GNSS-based navigation of fixed-wing UAVs in an urban
environment.
Chapter 6 describes our trajectory planning algorithm for connectivity
maintenance of a multi-robot system in the presence of motion and sensing
uncertainties. We define the weighted undirected graph representing the sys-
tem, where the graph accounts for uncertain robot positions. A distributed
ADMM-based planner is designed that plans trajectories for the robots such
that the connectivity is maintained. An approximation for the Hessian ma-
trices required within the ADMM optimization step is derived to reduce the
planner computational load. We discuss simulation results to statistically
validate the connectivity maintenance of our trajectory planner under mul-




This chapter presents the preliminaries required for the trajectory planning
algorithms described in the remaining chapters. We first introduce the set
representation and corresponding set operations used in our reachability anal-
ysis in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. We then provide relevant background from the
field of graph theory required for our connectivity maintenance algorithm in
Chapter 6.
2.1 Set Representations and Operations
Various set representations have been used in previous reachability-based
literature to represent reachable sets for the system. Zonotopes and their
variants have been commonly used [31, 33, 36, 90, 91] due to their compu-
tational efficiency under common set operations such as the Minkowski sum
and linear transform operations. Alternate approaches in [37, 38] use poly-
nomial set representations that typically provide tighter sets compared to
zonotopes, but come at an additional computational cost. In our reachabil-
ity analysis, we use the stochastic variant of zonotopes introduced in [90],
referred to as probabilistic zonotopes.
2.1.1 Probabilistic Zonotopes
Probabilistic zonotopes are probabilistic hulls that are suitable for enclosing
multiple probability distributions. They have been shown to be computa-
tionally efficient and closed under the Minkowski sum and linear transform
operations [92], which are required in our reachability analysis as shown in
Chapters 3 and 4.
To define a probabilistic zonotope, we first begin by defining a n-dimensional
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: Example visualizations of two 2-dimensional zonotopes with 2
and 3 generators respectively.
zonotope P as follows:
P =
{
x ∈ Rn | x = cP +
r∑
i=1
βi · g{i}P ,−1 ≤ βi ≤ 1
}
, (2.1)
where cP ∈ Rn is the center of the zonotope, and g{i}P ∈ Rn ∀ i ∈ [1, r]
are referred to as generators of the zonotope. The generators determine the
shape of the zonotope relative to its center. Thus, a zonotope can be concisely









n × r generator matrix. Fig. 2.1 shows two 2-dimensional zonotopes along
with their centers and corresponding generator matrices.
In [90], the authors introduced a stochastic variant of zonotopes, referred
to as probabilistic zonotopes. A probabilistic zonotope is a probabilistic
hull that contains a bounded component defined by a zonotope along with
a stochastic component defined by a Gaussian distribution. Similar to a
zonotope, a n-dimensional probabilistic zonotope P can be concisely written
as:
P = Z (cP , GP ,ΣP), (2.2)
where cP and GP represent the center and the generator matrix for the
zonotope defining the bounded component, and ΣP is the n × n Gaussian
covariance matrix defining the stochastic component.
A probabilistic zonotope can be visualized as a Gaussian distribution that
has an uncertain bounded mean defined by a zonotope. Thus, it can be used
to enclose multiple Gaussian distributions as illustrated for a 1-dimensional
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Figure 2.2: Example illustration of a 1-dimensional probabilistic zonotope
(blue) enclosing multiple Gaussian distributions (black dashed). Here the
Gaussian distributions N (b,Σ), b ∈ [c− w, c+ w] are enclosed by the
probabilistic zonotope Z (c, w,Σ).
(a) (b)
Figure 2.3: Example visualizations of two 2-dimensional probabilistic
zonotopes where the bounded components correspond to the zonotopes
visualized in Fig. 2.1.
case in Fig. 2.2. In [92], the authors show how probabilistic zonotopes can
also be used to enclose non-Gaussian distributions. However, in this dis-
sertation we use probabilistic zonotopes to only enclose Gaussian distribu-
tions. Fig. 2.3 shows two 2-dimensional probabilistic zonotopes with similar
bounded components as in Fig. 2.1. Note that unlike regular probability
distributions, probabilistic zonotopes do not have a normalized distribution
since they enclose multiple distributions. Next, we define the set operations
for probabilistic zonotopes required in our reachability analysis.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.4: Example visualization of the Minkowski sum operation. The
Minkowski sum of two probabilistic zonotopes in (a) and (b) is shown in (c).
2.1.2 Minkowski Sum Operation
The Minkowski sum of two sets is generally formed by adding each element
of the first set to each element in the second set. The Minkowski sum of two
zonotopes is defined as:
P1 ⊕ P2 = Z (cP1 + cP2 , [GP1 , GP2 ]) , (2.3)
i.e., the new center is the sum of the individual centers and the new generator
matrix is a concatenation of the individual generator matrices. In order to
account for the additional stochastic component in probabilistic zonotopes,
the authors of [90], defined the Minkowski sum operation of two probabilistic
zonotopes P1 and P2 as:
P1 ⊕P2 = Z (cP1 + cP2 , [GP1 , GP2 ],ΣP1 + ΣP2) , (2.4)
where the new covariance matrix is the sum of the individual covariance
matrices. Fig. 2.4 illustrates an example Minkowski sum operation of two
2-dimensional probabilistic zonotopes. From Equation 2.4 note that the
Minkowski sum operation does not consider the correlation between the co-
variance matrices ΣP1 and ΣP2 , and thus by definition assumes P1 and
P2 to be represent independent quantities. This motivates our approach for
computing the system reachable sets later in Chapters 3 and 4.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.5: Example visualization of the linear transform operation. The





of a probabilistic zonotope in (a) is
shown in (b).
2.1.3 Linear Transform Operation
The linear transform of a probabilistic zonotope P is defined as [90]:
TP = Z
(
TcP , TGP , TΣPT
>) , (2.5)
where T is a transformation matrix that maps both the bounded and stochas-
tic components of P. Fig. 2.5 shows an example linear transform operation
for a 2-dimensional probabilistic zonotope.
2.1.4 Confidence Set Operation
The objective of the confidence set operation is to output a set that encloses a
probabilistic zonotope with a desired confidence level. We begin by defining a
zonotope that encloses a zero mean Gaussian distribution with covariance Σ.
Let λΣi and e
Σ
i represent the i
th eigenvalue and the ith eigenvector respectively
of the covariance matrix. Then the enclosing zonotope for a mσ confidence














where s is a scalar factor that follows a chi-square distribution [93, 94] based
on the desired confidence level. For our MATLAB implementation, we calculate
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.6: (a) Enclosing zonotope for 2-dimensional Gaussian distribution.
The principal semi-axes (green) of the confidence ellipsoid (orange) are used
to define the generators for the enclosing zonotope (magenta). (b) Example
visualization of the confidence set operation. The 3σ confidence set (blue)














where n is the number of dimensions. Fig. 2.6(a) illustrates the enclosing
zonotope for 2-dimensional Gaussian distribution. Thus, for x ∼ N (0,Σ),
the enclosing zonotope satisfies the following equation:
Pr(x ∈ enc(Σ,m)) > 1− δ, (2.8)
where δ = 1−erf(m/
√
2). For m = 3, i.e., for a 3σ confidence level the value
of (1− δ) is 0.9973. Next, since a probabilistic zonotope contains a bounded
component in addition to the stochastic Gaussian component, we define the
confidence set operation of a probabilistic zonotope P = Z (cP , GP ,ΣP)
as:
conf (P,m) = Z (cP , GP)⊕ enc(ΣP ,m), (2.9)
where the output confidence set is a zonotope. Fig. 2.6 shows the output of
the confidence set operation on an example 2-dimensional probabilistic zono-
tope. Let φ(x) represent the Gaussian distributions enclosed by the prob-
abilistic zonotope P. Thus, the confidence set obtained in Equation (2.9)
satisfies the following equation:
min
φ(x)
Pr(x ∈ conf (P,m)) > 1− δ, (2.10)
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i.e., for all enclosed distributions φ(x), the minimum probability of x belong-
ing to the confidence set is greater than 1 − δ. In our reachability analysis,
we use the confidence set operation on the computed reachable sets for the
robot. These provide us with sets containing the robots’ position states (with
a desired confidence level) which we then use for checking collision-safety.
2.1.5 Projection Operation
The projection operation is used to calculate the magnitude of a probabilistic
zonotope along a specified direction. We define the mσ confidence level




|e> · g{i}P |+ s
√
e> · ΣP · e, (2.11)
where s is a scalar factor depending on m as computed in Equation (2.7),
and g
{i}
P and ΣP are the generators and the Gaussian covariance of P. Here,
the first term in Equation (2.11) represents the projection of the bounded
component of P whereas the second term represents the projection of the
stochastic component. Fig. 2.7 illustrates the projection operation on an ex-
ample 2-dimensional probabilistic zonotope. We use the projection operation
in order to approximate the linearization errors in our non-linear reachability
analysis in Chapter 4.
Figure 2.7: Example visualization of the projection operation. The 3σ






The length of the red arrow shows the magnitude of the projection.
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2.2 Graph Theory: Algebraic Connectivity
A multi-robot system can be represented as an undirected graph, where each
node represents a robot and each edge represents the communication con-
nectivity between two robots. As discussed in Section 1.2.5, algebraic con-
nectivity of the graph is a commonly used metric to represent the global
connectivity of the multi-robot system. To obtain the algebraic connectivity,
we begin by defining the adjacency, degree and Laplacian matrices for the
graph.
Let N be the number of nodes in the graph. The adjacency matrix A of
the graph is defined as a N ×N binary matrix such that Aij = 1 if nodes i
and j are connected and Aij = 0 otherwise [95]. Additionally, the diagonal
elements of the adjacency matrix are zeros, i.e., Aii = 0. The degree of a
node di represents the number of nodes it is connected to, i.e., di =
∑N
j=1Aij.
The vector of node degrees d is then used to define the degree matrix D of
the graph as D = diag(d). Given matrices A and D the Laplacian matrix
L is defined as L = D −A [96].
The algebraic connectivity of the graph is defined as the second-smallest
eigenvalue of L, i.e., if λL1 ≤ λL2 ≤ · · · ≤ λLN are the eigenvalues of L,
then λL2 is the algebraic connectivity of the graph. An important property
of algebraic connectivity is that it not only gives an indication on whether
the graph is connected or not, but it also gives an indication of how well-
connected the graph is. The value of the algebraic connectivity of a graph
varies from zero (if the graph is disconnected) to the number nodes (if the
(a) λL2 = 0 (b) λ
L
2 = 0.3 (c) λ
L
2 = 6
Figure 2.8: The algebraic connectivity λL2 for different configurations of a
graph with N = 6 nodes. λL2 varies from zero (disconnected graph) to the
number of nodes N (fully-connected graph).
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graph is fully connected), i.e., 0 ≤ λL2 ≤ N . Fig. 2.8 illustrates the algebraic
connectivity for different configurations of a graph with N = 6 nodes. It is
important to note here that the algebraic connectivity of a graph remains
greater than 0 as long as the graph is globally connected, i.e., as long as
there exists a (potentially multi-hop) connection between any two nodes in
the graph. We use this property of algebraic connectivity as a constraint in




In this chapter we derive our reachability analysis for robots that are rep-
resented by linear motion and sensing models. We first define the robotic
system including the motion and sensing models and formulate our reach-
ability problem in Section 3.1. Next, in Section 3.2, we describe the state
estimation filter used on-board including our hypothesis to account for the
presence of bounded biases in the measurements. We then develop our reach-
ability analysis where we compute reachable sets for the robot along a single
trajectory in Section 3.3. The reachable sets are represented by probabilistic
zonotopes that enclose all possible state distributions along the trajectory.
Finally, in Section 3.4, we discuss simulations for two linear robotic systems
and statistically validate the computed reachable sets.
3.1 Problem Formulation
We consider a linear discrete-time system with the following motion model:
xt = At−1xt−1 +Bt−1ut−1 + wt (3.1)
where t is the time instant, xt is the state vector, ut is the control input vector,
At is state transition matrix, Bt is the control-input matrix and wt is the
motion model error represented by a Gaussian distribution with covariance
Qt, i.e., wt ∼ N (0, Qt). For the robot sensing model, we consider linear
measurements of the form:
zt = Ctxt + vt, (3.2)
where zt is the measurement vector, Ct is the system measurement matrix
and vt is the sensing model error. We account for the presence of a bounded
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where vbt is the bounded bias component represented by a zonotope Bt, i.e.,
vbt ∈ [bt,bt] = Bt, and vst is the stochastic component represented by a
Gaussian distribution with covariance Rt, i.e., v
s
t ∼ N (0, Rt).
In this chapter we focus on computing the reachable sets for the robot
tracking a single nominal trajectory. We assume that this nominal trajectory
is provided by a planner, the details of which are presented in Chapter 5.
Additionally, we assume that the following information is available along the
nominal trajectory:
1. Initial state estimation error covariance P0.
2. Nominal states (x̌0, x̌1, . . . , x̌T ) and nominal inputs (ǔ0, ǔ1, . . . , ǔT−1)
for the nominal trajectory, where T represents the total number of
discrete time-steps. Here we assume that the nominal states and inputs
follow the robots linear motion model from Equation (3.1), i.e.:
x̌t = At−1x̌t−1 +Bt−1ǔt−1 ∀ t ∈ [1, T ]. (3.4)
3. Stabilizing linear state feedback control gains (Ǩ0, Ǩ1, . . . , ǨT ) along
the trajectory, such that the control input is of the form:
ut = ǔt − Ǩt(x̂t − x̌t), (3.5)
where x̂t is the on-board state estimate that the robot obtains dur-
ing trajectory execution using a Kalman filter as described in Section
3.2. Here the second term is the feedback control input that the robot
applies in order to track the nominal trajectory.
4. Information regarding the sensing model error vt along the trajec-
tory, i.e., bounds (B0,B1, . . . ,BT−1) for the bounded bias component vbt
and Gaussian covariance matrices (R0, R1, . . . , RT−1) for the stochastic
component vst .
Let φ(xt) denote the distribution of the robot state xt at time instant t
along the nominal trajectory. From Equations (3.1) and (3.5) we observe
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Figure 3.1: Given an initial state (red) and state distribution (orange
ellipsoid), biases in sensor measurements along the nominal trajectory
(green) lead to biases in future state distributions. The objective of this
chapter is to develop a reachability analysis for linear robotic systems in
order to predict bounds (black) that enclose the possible future state
distributions associated with a desired confidence level.
that the state xt depends on the previous state estimate x̂t−1 via the applied
feedback control. The state estimate in turn depends on the set of mea-
surements received along the trajectory. Thus, each different set of biases in
the measurements {vb0, · · · ,vbt−1} ∈ B0 × · · · × Bt−1 results in a different set
of measurement distributions (Equation (3.2)), consequently resulting in a
different state distribution φ(xt).
We define the problem for our linear reachability analysis as follows: given
a robot with linear motion and sensing models (Equations (3.1) and (3.2))
along with a nominal trajectory including the information specified above,
compute sets R along the trajectory, such that:
min
φ(xt)
Pr(xt ∈ Rt) > 1− δ, ∀ t ∈ [1, T ], (3.6)
i.e., the probability of the robot state xt belonging to the computed set Rt
is greater than 1 − δ for all possible state distributions φ(xt) throughout
the nominal trajectory. Here δ is a probability value obtained from a desired
confidence level. Thus, for amσ confidence level, wherem > 0, δ is calculated
as: δ = 1− erf(m/
√
2). Fig. 3.1 illustrates the defined problem.
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3.2 On-board State Estimation
During trajectory execution, the true state of the robot is not available due
to the presence of uncertainties in the motion and sensing models. Thus, in
order to track the nominal trajectory the robot applies control inputs based
on an estimate of the state, as shown in Equation (3.5). To obtain a state
estimate during trajectory execution, we use a Kalman Filter (KF) on-board
the robot. The prediction step of the filter is performed as [97]:




where Qt is the Gaussian covariance matrix for the motion model error de-
fined in Equation (3.1). The measurements available to the filter can be
re-written from Equation (3.2) as follows:
zt = Ctxt + cbt + εt, (3.9)
where cbt = (bt + bt)/2 is the center of bounds Bt, and εt is a Gaussian
distribution with a bounded mean, i.e.:
εt ∼ N (vbt − cbt , Rt), vbt ∈ Bt. (3.10)
For the KF correction step, we choose an over-bounding hypothesis R̂t as
the measurement covariance matrix in order to account for the presence of
the bounded bias component in the measurements. The over-bounding is
performed such that R̂t matches the tail of the possible Gaussian distributions
representing εt in Equation (3.10). Here the distributions are matched at a
desired mσ confidence level. Thus, the covariance for each measurement z
(i)
t



















where wbt = (bt − cbt) represents the half-width vector of the bounds Bt,
and the superscripts (i) and (i, i) refer to the ith and (i, i) element of the
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of the over-bounding hypothesis R̂t used for the
measurement covariance matrix in the state estimation filter. The tail of
the distribution of R̂t matches the tail of the possible distributions for εt at
a desired confidence level, such as 3σ confidence.
corresponding vector and matrix respectively. We set the off-diagonal ele-
ments in R̂t to 0. Fig. 3.2 illustrates the over-bounding hypothesis for a
single measurement. Note that our reachability analysis does not necessarily
require choosing our over-bounding hypothesis R̂t for the KF measurement
covariance matrix. If desired, a different hypothesis can be chosen for the
measurement covariance matrix R̂t and used with the rest of the analysis. We
choose the over-bounding hypothesis since it is equivalent to scaling or inflat-
ing the covariance matrix, which is a commonly used approach for practical
implementation of the KF and its variants [98, 99, 100].
Once measurement covariance matrix R̂t has been computed using Equa-







x̂t = x̄t + Lt(zt − Ctx̄t − cbt), (3.13)
Pt = P̄t − LtCtP̄t, (3.14)
where Lt is the Kalman gain.
3.3 Computing Reachable Sets for Linear Systems
In this section, we develop our analysis to compute reachable sets for a robot
with linear motion and sensing models, such that these sets satisfy the re-
quirement from Equation (3.6). We first derive the equations governing the
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growth of the robot state vector and state estimation error vector during
trajectory execution, and later transition into a set notation. While tran-
sitioning an equation from a vector notation into a set notation, a sum of
two vectors transitions into a Minkowski sum of the corresponding sets. As
described in Section 2.1.2, the Minkowski sum operation of two probabilistic
zonotopes assumes them to be independent. Thus, we derive equations for
the robot state and state estimation error vectors as a function of indepen-
dent quantities along the nominal trajectory and then transition into a set
notation.
We begin by subtracting the nominal state x̌t in Equation (3.4) from the
robot motion model in Equation (3.1), giving us:
xt − x̌t = At−1xt−1 +Bt−1ut−1 + wt − At−1x̌t−1 −Bt−1ǔt−1, (3.15)
= At−1(xt−1 − x̌t−1) +Bt−1(ut−1 − ǔt−1) + wt. (3.16)
As mentioned in Section 3.1, the robot uses linear state feedback control
during trajectory execution. Thus, using the definition of the input vector
ut−1 from Equation (3.5) we get:
xt = x̌t + At−1(xt−1 − x̌t−1) +Bt−1(ǔt−1 − Ǩt−1(x̂t−1 − x̌t−1)−
ǔt−1)) + wt,
(3.17)
= x̌t + At−1(xt−1 − x̌t−1)−Bt−1Ǩt−1(x̂t−1 − x̌t−1) + wt. (3.18)
Here we define the state estimation error x̃t as the difference between the
estimated state x̂t and the true state xt, i.e., x̃t = x̂t − xt. Thus, we rewrite
Equation (3.18) as:
xt = x̌t + At−1(xt−1 − x̌t−1)−Bt−1Ǩt−1(xt−1 + x̃t−1 − x̌t−1) + wt, (3.19)
= x̌t + At−1(xt−1 − x̌t−1)−Bt−1Ǩt−1(xt−1 − x̌t−1)−
Bt−1Ǩt−1x̃t−1 + wt,
(3.20)
= x̌t + (At−1 −Bt−1Ǩt−1)(xt−1 − x̌t−1)−Bt−1Ǩt−1x̃t−1 + wt. (3.21)
In order to obtain the state estimation error x̃t−1 required in Equation (3.21),
we begin with state estimation filter equations in Section 3.2. Using the
KF correction step from Equation (3.13) and the robot motion model from
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Equation (3.1) we get:
x̃t = x̂t − xt
= x̄t + Lt (zt − Ctx̄t − cbt)− At−1xt−1 −Bt−1ut−1 −wt. (3.22)
On replacing the KF predicted state x̄t by Equation (3.7) and rearranging
the terms, we obtain:
x̃t = At−1x̂t−1 +Bt−1ut−1 + Lt(zt − Ct(At−1x̂t−1 +Bt−1ut−1)−
cbt)− At−1xt−1 −Bt−1ut−1 −wt,
(3.23)
= At−1 (x̂t−1 − xt−1) + Lt (zt − cbt − Ct (At−1x̂t−1 +Bt−1ut−1))−wt.
(3.24)
Furthermore, on replacing the measurement vector zt from Equation (3.9)
and using the robot motion model for xt from Equation (3.1), we get:
x̃t = At−1 (x̂t−1 − xt−1) + Lt(Ctxt + cbt + εt − cbt − Ct(At−1x̂t−1+
Bt−1ut−1))−wt,
(3.25)
= At−1 (x̂t−1 − xt−1) + Lt(Ct (At−1xt−1 +Bt−1ut−1 + wt) + εt−
Ct (At−1x̂t−1 +Bt−1ut−1))−wt,
(3.26)
= At−1 (x̂t−1 − xt−1) + Lt(CtAt−1xt−1 + CtBt−1ut−1 + Ctwt+
εt − CtAt−1x̂t−1 − CtBt−1ut−1)−wt.
(3.27)
The terms with the input vector ut−1 cancel each other, resulting in:
x̃t = At−1(x̂t−1 − xt−1) + Lt(Ct(At−1(xt−1 − x̂t−1) + wt) + εt)−wt, (3.28)
= At−1(x̂t−1 − xt−1)− LtCt(At−1(x̂t−1 − xt−1)) + LtCtwt+
Ltεt −wt,
(3.29)
= (I − LtCt)At−1(x̂t−1 − xt−1)− (I − LtCt)wt + Ltεt, (3.30)
= (I − LtCt)At−1x̃t−1 − (I − LtCt)wt + Ltεt, (3.31)
where I is an identity matrix of appropriate dimensions.
Note that while Equations (3.21) and (3.31) govern the growth of the state
and the state estimation errors respectively, they involve the summation of
correlated quantities. For instance, in Equation (3.21) the previous state
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xt−1 and the previous state estimation error x̃t−1, i.e.,
xt−1 = x̌t−1 + (At−2 −Bt−2Ǩt−2)(xt−2 − x̌t−2)−Bt−2Ǩt−2x̃t−2+
wt−1,
(3.32)
x̃t−1 = (I − Lt−1Ct−1)At−2x̃t−2 − (I − Lt−1Ct−1)wt−1 + Lt−1εt−1, (3.33)
both depend on the previous motion model error wt−1. Thus, as explained at
the beginning of this section, we cannot directly transition Equations (3.21)
and (3.31) into set notations in order to compute the reachable sets for the
robot. Instead, we use Equations (3.21) and (3.31) along with the process of
mathematical induction to derive the robot state and state estimation error
as a function of independent quantities.
We propose that the following expressions of xt and x̃t hold true for any
time instant t:
xt = x̌t +















where all Φt and Φ̃t are matrix coefficients derived from the system and state
estimation matrices defined in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. These matrix coeffi-
cients can be interpreted as weights that decide how much the corresponding
quantities, i.e., x0, x̃0, wn and εn influence the state xt and state estimation
error x̃t at time instant t. Here x0 is the initial state of the system, x̃0 is
the initial state estimation error, wn and εn are motion and sensing model
errors from Equations (3.1) and (3.9) that are independently sampled along
the trajectory.
We prove that Equations (3.34) and (3.35) hold true for any time instant
t by induction. For the induction base case, we show that Equations (3.34)
and (3.35) are valid for t = 0. The initial state x0 and state estimation error
x̃0 can be written in the form of Equations (3.34) and (3.35) as:




which can be obtained by setting 1Φ0 = I,
iΦ0 = O ∀ i = {2, 3, 4} in Equation
(3.34), and 2Φ̃0 = I,
iΦ̃0 = O ∀ i = {3, 4} in Equation (3.35). Here O is a
zero matrix of appropriate dimensions.
For the induction step, we begin by assuming that Equations (3.34) and
(3.35) hold true for time instant t− 1, i.e.:
xt−1 = x̌t−1 +
















Next, we first show that Equation (3.35) for the state estimation error vector
holds true for time instant t. We replace Equation (3.38) in Equation (3.31)
to obtain the following expression for the state estimation error x̃t:































The above equation can then be written in the form of Equation (3.35) where
the Φ̃t matrix coefficients can be obtained as:
2Φ̃t = (I − LtCt)At−12Φ̃t−1,
3Φ̃nt = (I − LtCt)At−13Φ̃nt−1 ∀ n ∈ [1, t− 1],
3Φ̃tt = −(I − LtCt),
4Φ̃nt = (I − LtCt)At−14Φ̃nt−1 ∀ n ∈ [1, t− 1],
4Φ̃tt = Lt.
(3.41)
Next, we show that Equation (3.34) for the state vector holds true for time
instant t. We replace Equations (3.37) and (3.38) in Equation (3.21) to
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obtain the following expression for the state xt:
xt = x̌t + (At−1 −Bt−1Ǩt−1)
(










































The above equation can then be written in the form of Equation (3.34) where
the Φt matrix coefficients can be obtained as:
1Φt = (At−1 −Bt−1Ǩt−1)1Φt−1,
2Φt = (At−1 −Bt−1Ǩt−1)2Φt−1 −Bt−1Ǩt−12Φ̃t−1,
3Φnt = (At−1 −Bt−1Ǩt−1)3Φnt−1 −Bt−1Ǩt−13Φ̃nt−1 ∀ n ∈ [1, t− 1],
3Φtt = I,
4Φnt = (At−1 −Bt−1Ǩt−1)4Φnt−1 −Bt−1Ǩt−14Φ̃nt−1 ∀ n ∈ [1, t− 1],
4Φtt = O.
(3.44)
Thus, by the principle of induction, we can claim that Equations (3.34) and
(3.35) hold true for all time instants along the trajectory, i.e., ∀ t ∈ [0, T ]. The
matrix coefficients Φt and Φ̃t required in these equations can be initialized as
shown in Equation (3.36) and can be obtained recursively along the trajectory
using Equations (3.41) and (3.44).
While Equations (3.34) and (3.35) govern the growth of the robot state xt
and state estimation error x̃t, their exact values cannot be computed since
the exact values are not known for the initial robot state x0, the initial state
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estimation error x̃0 and the motion and sensing model errors wt and εt along
the trajectory. However, as mentioned in Section 3.1, we assume the following
information is available: the initial state estimation error covariance P0, the
Gaussian covariance matrices for the motion model error Qt, the bounds for
the bias component in the sensing error Bt, and the Gaussian covariance
matrices for the stochastic component in the sensing model error Rt. Thus,
we instead transition Equations (3.34) and (3.35) to set notations, where
we compute the set of reachable robot states Xt as a function of the set of
initial robot states X0, the initial state estimation error set X̃0 and the sets
of motion and sensing uncertainties Wt and Vt along the trajectory. The
reachable set Xt and the state estimation error set X̃t at any time instant t
are computed as:














where ⊕ is the Minkowski sum operation described in Section 2.1.2. As
discussed in Section 2.1, we use the probabilistic zonotope set representation
for our reachability analysis since it allows us to account for both the bounded
and the stochastic components of uncertainties in the system.
We use the initial state estimation error covariance P0 and the initial nom-
inal state x̌0 to define the set of initial robot states X0 and the initial state
estimation error set X̃0 as:
X0 = Z (x̌0,0, P0),
X̃0 = Z (0,0, P0),
(3.47)
where the definition of a probabilistic zonotope Z follows from Equation
(2.2) in Section 2.1.1. The sets of motion and sensing uncertainties Wt and
Vt in Equations (3.45) and (3.46) represent the possible motion and sensing
model errors, i.e., wt from Equation (3.1) and εt from Equation (3.9) respec-
tively. As mentioned in Equation (3.1), we assume wt to be represented by
a Gaussian distribution with covariance Qt, i.e., wt ∼ N (0, Qt). Thus, the
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corresponding set Wt is defined as:
Wt = Z (0,0, Qt). (3.48)
For the sensing model error in Equation (3.10), we assume εt to be represented
by a Gaussian distribution with covariance Rt and with a bounded mean,
i.e., εt ∼ N (vbt − cbt , Rt), vbt ∈ Bt. Note that the bounded mean for εt is
centered at 0 as shown in Fig. 3.2, and has a half-width of wbt as mentioned
in Equation (3.11). Thus, we define the corresponding set Vt for εt as:
Vt = Z (0, diag(wbt), Rt). (3.49)
Given the definition of the sets in Equations (3.47), (3.48) and (3.49) along
with Equations (3.41) and (3.44) to update the Φ matrix coefficients, we use
Equation (3.45) to compute the reachable sets for the robot along the nominal
trajectory. Finally, in order to obtain the sets Rt required in the problem
formulation in Equation (3.6), we use the confidence set operation on the
computed reachable sets:
Rt = conf(Xt,m), (3.50)
where m represents the desired confidence level, such as 3σ (m = 3) con-
fidence, as specified in Section 3.1. Algorithm 1 summarizes the inputs to
our linear reachability analysis followed by the process to obtain the sets Rt
along the nominal trajectory.
3.4 Simulation Results
In this section, we discuss our simulations in order to validate our linear
reachability analysis. We simulate two 2-dimensional linear robotic sys-
tems commonly used in literature: a single-integrator system and a double-
integrator system. For each system we first specify the nominal trajectory
along with the inputs listed out in Algorithm 1. We then follow the rest of
Algorithm 1 to obtain the sets Rt using Equation (3.50). In order to validate
that these sets satisfy the requirement in Equation (3.6), we simulate a 1000
trajectory rollouts for the robot and check the ratio of trajectories with state
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Algorithm 1 Linear Reachability Analysis
0: Inputs: Robot motion and sensing model (Equations (3.1) and
(3.2)); initial state estimation error covariance P0; nominal states
(x̌0, . . . , x̌T ) and nominal inputs (ǔ0, . . . , ǔT−1); measurement bias
bounds (B̌0, . . . , B̌T−1) and measurement Gaussian covariance matrices
(R0, . . . , RT−1); desired confidence level m.
1: Obtain initial robot states X0 and initial state estimation error set X̃0
(Equation (3.47)), motion uncertainty sets (W̌0, . . . , W̌T−1) (Equation
(3.48)), and sensing uncertainty sets (V̌0, . . . , V̌T−1) (Equation (3.49)).
2: Initialize matrix coefficients Φ0 and Φ̃0 (Equation (3.36)).
3: for t = 1, . . . , T do
4: Update matrix coefficients Φ̃t (Equation (3.41)).
5: Update matrix coefficients Φt (Equation (3.44)).
6: Compute reachable set Xt (Equation (3.45)).
7: Obtain confidence sets Rt (Equation (3.50)).
8: end for
xt inside the set Rt. Thus, for a 3σ confidence level (m = 3) used in our
simulations we expect the ratio to be greater than 0.997.
3.4.1 Single-integrator System
For a single-integrator system, the states consist of the robot positions and
the control inputs consist of the robot velocities. Thus, the motion model











ut−1 + wt, (3.51)
where dt = 0.2 s is the time-step between two time instants and wt is the









For the sensing model, we assume the availability of positioning measure-







xt + vt, (3.52)
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where vt is the error in the positioning measurements that contains a bounded
bias component vbt ∈ Bt and a stochastic component vst ∼ N (0, Rt). For the
bounded bias component vbt , we set the bounds to be ±0.5 m in each position





















The state feedback control gains (Ǩ0, Ǩ1, . . . , ǨT ) along the trajectory can
be obtained using any control design techniques. For our simulations we use
a Linear–Quadratic Regulator (LQR) obtained using optimal control theory.














where the identity matrices can be tuned to obtain a desired trajectory track-








Finally, we select a ‘zig-zag’ nominal trajectory for our simulation, with the
nominal states and inputs following the robot motion model according to
Equation (3.4).
Given all the aforementioned information, we first obtain the sets Rt as
explained in Algorithm 1 and then validate these sets by simulating 1000 tra-
jectory rollouts for the single-integrator system. Fig. 3.3 shows the results of
our simulation. We observe that at least 997 of the 1000 trajectory rollouts
remain inside the sets Rt ∀ t ∈ [0, T ], which reflects the desired 3σ confi-
dence level. Thus, our simulation statistically shows that the requirement in




Figure 3.3: Reachability analysis for a 2-dimensional single-integrator
system receiving positioning measurements. (a) The sets Rt (black) are
obtained using our analysis described in Algorithm 1, which are then
validated by simulating 1000 trajectory rollouts (blue). (b) The ratio of
trajectories inside the sets Rt reflects the desired 3σ confidence level.
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3.4.2 Double-integrator System
For a double-integrator system, the states consist of the robot positions and
velocities whereas the control inputs consist of the robot accelerations. Thus,
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ut−1 + wt, (3.57)
where dt = 0.2 s is the time-step between two time instants and the motion

























For the sensing model, we assume the availability of positioning measure-
ments similar to the single-integrator system. Thus, sensing model can be
written in the form of Equation (3.2) as:
zt =
[
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
]
xt + vt. (3.58)
where the error vt contains a bounded bias component and a stochastic
component which we define as done in Equations (3.53) and (3.54). The
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where the identity matrices can be tuned for desired trajectory tracking per-
formance. We set the initial state estimation error covariance P0 as:
P0 =

0.1 m2 0 0 0
0 0.1 m2 0 0
0 0 0.001 m2s−2 0
0 0 0 0.001 m2s−2
 . (3.60)
Fig. 3.4 shows the results of our reachability analysis for the double-
integrator system. Here we observe that at least 999 of the 1000 trajectory
rollouts remain inside the sets Rt ∀ t ∈ [0, T ], which reflects the desired 3σ
confidence level. Thus, similar to Section 3.4.1, our simulation statistically
shows that the requirement in Equation (3.6) is satisfied.
Additionally, we validate our reachability analysis in the presence of vary-
ing sensing uncertainties along the robot’s trajectory. Here, for the region
shaded in white we set the bounds for the bias in the positioning measure-
ments to be 0 m instead of ±0.5 m in Equation (3.53), whereas the region
shaded in red is set to have a larger bias bound of ±1 m. The rest of the
parameters are set similarly to the simulation in Fig. 3.4. Fig. 3.5 includes
the corresponding results which again statistically show that the requirement
in Equation (3.6) is satisfied.
3.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter we developed our reachability analysis for robots represented
by linear motion and sensing models. We first derived equations governing
the growth of the robot state and state estimation error along a nominal
trajectory using the process of mathematical induction. We then transitioned
the equations to set notations to compute the reachable set for the robot
states. The equation to compute the reachable sets was as a function of
independent quantities along the trajectory in order to satisfy the Minkowski
sum definition for the probabilistic zonotope set representation. Algorithm
1 summarized our linear reachability analysis.
To validate our reachability analysis, we simulated a single-integrator and
double-integrator system. For each simulation we generated 1000 trajectory





Figure 3.4: Reachability analysis for a 2-dimensional double-integrator
system receiving positioning measurements. (a) The sets Rt (black) are
obtained using our analysis described in Algorithm 1, which are then
validated by simulating 1000 trajectory rollouts (blue). (b) The ratio of




Figure 3.5: Reachability analysis in presence of varying sensing
uncertainties (larger bounds for measurement bias in red shaded region) for
a 2-dimensional double-integrator system receiving positioning
measurements. (a) The sets Rt (black) are obtained using our analysis
described in Algorithm 1, which are then validated by simulating 1000
trajectory rollouts (blue). (b) The ratio of trajectories inside the sets Rt




In this chapter we extend our reachability analysis from Chapter 3 to robots
that are represented by non-linear motion and sensing models. We follow
a similar structure as Chapter 3. First, the non-linear motion and sensing
models are defined for the robotic system along with the reachability problem
formulation in Section 4.1. Next, in Section 4.2, we describe the state estima-
tion filter used on-board including our hypothesis to account for the presence
of bounded biases in the non-linear measurements. Then in Section 4.3 we de-
velop our reachability analysis where we linearize the non-linear models and
provide an approximation for the linearization errors referred to as Lagrange
remainders (Section 4.4). The computed reachable sets are represented by
probabilistic zonotopes that enclose all possible state distributions along the
trajectory. Finally, we discuss simulations for a non-linear robotic system
and statistically validate the computed reachable sets in Section 4.5.
4.1 Problem Formulation
The following discrete-time non-linear motion model is considered for our
system:
xt = f(xt−1,ut−1) + wt, (4.1)
where t is the time instant, xt is the state vector, ut is the control input
vector, f is a function representing the non-linear motion, wt is the motion
model error represented by a Gaussian distribution with covariance Qt, i.e.,
wt N (0, Qt). We consider non-linear measurements for the robot sensing
model as:
zt = h(xt) + vt, (4.2)
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where zt is the measurement vector, h is a function representing the non-
linear sensing model and vt is the sensing model error. Again, we account
for the presence of a bounded bias along with a stochastic component in the






where vbt is a bounded error vector represented by a zonotope Bt, i.e., vbt ∈
[bt,bt] = Bt, and vst is a stochastic error vector represented by a Gaussian
distribution with covariance Rt, i.e., v
s
t ∼ N (0, Rt).
Similar to Chapter 4, in this chapter we focus on computing the reachable
sets for the robot along a single nominal trajectory. We assume that this
trajectory is provided by a planner, the details of which are presented in
Chapter 5. Additionally, the following information is assumed to be available
along the nominal trajectory:
1. Initial state estimation error covariance P0.
2. Nominal states (x̌0, x̌1, . . . , x̌T ) and nominal inputs (ǔ0, ǔ1, . . . , ǔT−1)
for the trajectory, where T represents the total number of discrete time-
steps. Here the nominal states and inputs follow the non-linear motion
model from Equation (4.1), i.e.:
x̌t = f(x̌t−1, ǔt−1) ∀ t ∈ [1, T ]. (4.4)
3. Stabilizing linear state feedback control gains (Ǩ0, Ǩ1, . . . , ǨT ) along
the trajectory, such that the control input is of the form:
ut = ǔt − Ǩt(x̂t − x̌t), (4.5)
where x̂t is the on-board state estimate that the robot obtains during
trajectory execution using a extended Kalman filter as described in
Section 4.2. Here the second term is the feedback control input that
the robot applies in order to track the nominal trajectory.
4. Information regarding the sensing model error vt along the trajec-
tory, i.e., bounds (B0,B1, . . . ,BT−1) for the bounded bias component vbt
and Gaussian covariance matrices (R0, R1, . . . , RT−1) for the stochastic
component vst .
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Figure 4.1: Given an initial state (red) and state distribution (orange
ellipsoid), biases in sensor measurements along the nominal trajectory
(green) lead to biases in future state distributions. The objective of this
chapter is to develop a reachability analysis for non-linear robotic systems
in order to predict bounds (black) that enclose the possible future state
distributions associated with a desired confidence level.
Let φ(xt) denote the distribution of the robot state xt at time instant t
along the nominal trajectory. From Equations (4.1) and (4.5) we observe
that the state xt depends on the previous state estimate x̂t−1 via the applied
feedback control. The state estimate in turn depends on the set of mea-
surements received along the trajectory. Thus, each different set of biases in
the measurements {vb0, · · · ,vbt−1} ∈ B0 × · · · × Bt−1 results in a different set
of measurement distributions (Equation (4.2)), consequently resulting in a
different state distribution φ(xt).
We define the problem for our non-linear reachability analysis as follows:
given a robot with non-linear motion and sensing models (Equations (4.1)
and (4.2)) along with a nominal trajectory including the information specified
above, compute sets R along the trajectory, such that:
min
φ(xt)
Pr(xt ∈ Rt) > 1− δ, ∀ t ∈ [1, T ], (4.6)
i.e., the probability of the robot state xt belonging to the computed set Rt
is greater than 1 − δ for all possible state distributions φ(xt) throughout
the nominal trajectory. Here δ is a probability value obtained from a desired
confidence level. Thus, for amσ confidence level, wherem > 0, δ is calculated
as: δ = 1− erf(m/
√
2). Fig. 4.1 illustrates the defined problem.
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4.2 On-board State Estimation
During trajectory execution, the true state of the robot is not available due
to the presence of uncertainties in the motion and sensing models. Thus, in
order to track the nominal trajectory the robot applies control inputs based
on an estimate of the state, as shown in Equation (4.5). To obtain a state
estimate during trajectory execution, we use an Extended Kalman Filter
(EKF) on-board the robot. The prediction step of the filter is performed
as [97]:









and Qt is the Gaussian covariance matrix for the motion
model error defined in Equation (4.1). The measurements available to the
filter can be re-written from Equation (4.2) as follows:
zt = h(xt) + cbt + εt, (4.9)
where cbt = (bt + bt)/2 is the center of bounds Bt of the bias component vbt ,
and εt is a Gaussian distribution with a bounded mean, i.e.:
εt ∼ N (vbt − cbt , Rt), vbt ∈ Bt. (4.10)
For the EKF correction step, similar to Section 3.2, we choose an over-
bounding hypothesis R̂t as the measurement covariance matrix in order to
account for the presence of the bounded bias component in the measurements.
The over-bounding is performed such that R̂t matches the tail of the possible
Gaussian distributions representing εt in Equation (4.10) at a desired mσ
confidence level. Thus, the covariance for each measurement z
(i)
t in Equation



















where wbt = (bt − cbt) represents the half-width vector of the bounds Bt,
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and the superscripts (i) and (i, i) refer to the ith and (i, i) element of the
corresponding vector and matrix respectively. We set the off-diagonal ele-
ments in R̂t to 0. Note that our reachability analysis does not necessarily
require choosing our over-bounding hypothesis R̂t and if desired, a different
hypothesis can be chosen. Once the measurement covariance matrix R̂t has







x̂t = x̄t + Lt(zt − h(x̄t)− cbt), (4.13)
Pt = P̄t − LtCtP̄t, (4.14)






4.3 Computing Reachable Sets for Nonlinear Systems
In this section, we develop our analysis to compute reachable sets for a robot
with non-linear motion and sensing models, such that these sets satisfy the
requirement from Equation (4.6). We follow a similar approach as done
in Section 3.3 where we first derive the equations governing the growth of
the robot state vector and state estimation error vector during trajectory
execution, and later transition into a set notation. We derive the equations
for the robot state and state estimation error vectors as a function of the
initial robot state, the initial state estimation error, the motion and sensing
uncertainties along the trajectory, and the linearization errors (referred to as
Lagrange remainders) along the trajectory.
We begin by defining a combined state and control input vector s> =
[x>,u>] in order to keep notations concise. Linearizing the motion model
from Equation (4.1) about the nominal trajectory št−1 we get:













(st−1 − št−1) + . . . . (4.15)
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Considering the first-order approximation of the above Taylor series, we get:











(st−1 − št−1), (4.16)
where ξ ∈ {št−1 + α(st−1 − št−1) | α ∈ [0, 1]} if st−1 is restricted to a convex
set and if st−1 and št−1 are fixed [36, 101]. Here the last term of Equation
(4.16) is the vector of linearization errors, referred to as Lagrange remainders.
The remainder vector arises from linearizing the non-linear motion model
function f from Equation (4.1) w.r.t. st−1 about št−1. We represent the







(st−1 − št−1). (4.17)
Splitting the combined vector st−1 into xt−1 and ut−1, Equation (4.16) can
be written as:
xt = At−1(xt−1 − x̌t−1) +Bt−1(ut−1 − ǔt−1)+












stituting the nominal state from Equation (4.4) and the total control input
from Equation (4.5), we get:
xt = At−1(xt−1 − x̌t−1) +Bt−1(ǔt−1 − Ǩt−1(x̂t−1 − x̌t−1)− ǔt−1)+
x̌t + Lf[s,š]t−1 + wt
(4.19)
= At−1(xt−1 − x̌t−1)−Bt−1Ǩt−1(x̂t−1 − x̌t−1) + x̌t + Lf[s,š]t−1 + wt.
(4.20)
Recall that the state estimation error x̃t is defined as the difference between
the estimated state x̂t and the true state xt, i.e., x̃t = x̂t − xt. Thus, we
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re-write Equation (4.20) as:
xt = At−1(xt−1 − x̌t−1)−Bt−1Ǩt−1(xt−1 + x̃t−1 − x̌t−1) + x̌t+
Lf[s,š]t−1 + wt
(4.21)
= At−1(xt−1 − x̌t−1)−Bt−1Ǩt−1(xt−1 − x̌t−1)−Bt−1Ǩt−1x̃t−1+
x̌t + Lf[s,š]t−1 + wt
(4.22)
= x̌t + (At−1 −Bt−1Ǩt−1)(xt−1 − x̌t−1)−Bt−1Ǩt−1x̃t−1+
Lf[s,š]t−1 + wt.
(4.23)
In order to obtain the state estimation error x̃t−1 required in Equation (4.23),
we begin with state estimation filter equations in Section 4.2. Using the EKF
correction step from Equation (4.13) we get:
x̃t = x̂t − xt
= x̄t + Lt(zt − h(x̄t)− cbt)− xt. (4.24)
Replacing the measurement vector zt from Equation (4.9):
x̃t = x̄t + Lt(h(xt) + εt − h(x̄t))− xt. (4.25)
The non-linear sensing model function h can be linearized w.r.t. the true
state xt and the predicted state x̄t about the nominal state x̌t, to obtain the
following:
h(xt) = h(x̌t) + Ct(xt − x̌t) + Lh[x,x̌]t , (4.26)






as mentioned in Equation (4.12), and Lh[x,x̌]t and L
h
[x̄,x̌]t
are the corresponding Lagrange remainder vectors that follow the notations
defined in Equation (4.17). Replacing Equations (4.26) and (4.27) in Equa-
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tion (4.25), we get the following expression for the state estimation error:
x̃t = x̄t + Lt
(
h(x̌t) + Ct(xt − x̌t) + Lh[x,x̌]t + εt − h(x̌t)−




= x̄t + Lt(Ct(xt − x̄t) + Lh[x,x̌]t − L
h
[x̄,x̌]t + εt)− xt, (4.29)
= (x̄t − xt)− LtCt(x̄t − xt) + Lt(Lh[x,x̌]t − L
h
[x̄,x̌]t) + Ltεt, (4.30)
= (I − LtCt)(x̄t − xt) + Lt(Lh[x,x̌]t − L
h
[x̄,x̌]t) + Ltεt, (4.31)
where I is an identity matrix of appropriate dimensions. Here x̄t represents
the predicted state within the EKF from Equation (4.7). On linearizing
Equation (4.7) about the nominal state x̌t we obtain:
x̄t = f(x̂t−1,ut−1),
= At−1(x̂t−1 − x̌t−1) +Bt−1(ut−1 − ǔt−1) + f(x̌t−1, ǔt−1) + Lf[ŝ,š]t−1 .
(4.32)
where Lf[ŝ,š]t−1 is the Lagrange remainder following the notations defined in
Equation (4.17).
Thus, subtracting the true state xt (Equation (4.18)) from the predicted
state x̄t (Equation (4.32)), we get the error in the predicted state as:
x̄t − xt = At−1(x̂t−1 − x̌t−1) +Bt−1(ut−1 − ǔt−1) + f(x̌t−1, ǔt−1)+
Lf[ŝ,š]t−1 − At−1(xt−1 − x̌t−1)−Bt−1(ut−1 − ǔt−1)−
f(x̌t−1, ǔt−1)− Lf[s,š]t−1 −wt,
(4.33)








On substituting the term (x̄t − xt) from Equation (4.35) in Equation (4.31)
we obtain the following equation for the state estimation error:






[x̄,x̌]t)− (I − LtCt)wt + Ltεt.
(4.36)
While Equations (4.23) and (4.36) govern the growth of the state and the
state estimation errors respectively, they involve the summation of correlated
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quantities similar to Equations (3.32) and (3.33) for the linear system. Thus,
in order to transition to set notations, we first derive the growth of the state
and the state estimation error as a function of independent quantities. We use
Equations (4.23) and (4.36) along with the process of mathematical induction
to derive the required equations.
For our non-linear system, we propose that the following expressions of xt
and x̃t hold true for any time instant t:
xt = x̌t +





















































where all Φt and Φ̃t are matrix coefficients derived from system models and
state estimation matrices defined in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. These matrix
coefficients can be interpreted as weights that determine how much the cor-
responding quantities, i.e., x0, x̃0, wn, εn, Lf[s,š]n , L
f
[ŝ,š]n
, Lh[x,x̌]n and L
h
[x̄,x̌]n
influence the state xt and state estimation error x̃t at time instant t. Here
x0 is the initial state of the system, x̃0 is the initial state estimation error,
wn and εn are motion and sensing model errors independently sampled along
the trajectory, and L are the corresponding Lagrange remainders.
For the induction base case, we show that Equations (4.37) and (4.38)
hold true for t = 0. The initial state x0 and state estimation error x̃0 can be
written in the form of Equations (4.37) and (4.38) as:
x0 = x̌0 + (x0 − x̌0),
x̃0 = x̃0,
(4.39)
which can be obtained by setting 1Φ0 = I,
iΦ0 = O ∀ i = [2, 8] in Equation
(4.37), and 2Φ̃0 = I,
iΦ̃0 = O ∀ i = [3, 8] in Equation (4.38). Here O is a
zero matrix of appropriate dimensions.
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For the induction step, we begin by assuming that Equations (4.37) and
(4.38) hold true for time instant t− 1, i.e.:
xt−1 = x̌t−1 +





















































Next, we show that Equations (4.37) and (4.38) hold true for time instant t.
We begin by replacing Equation (4.41) in Equation (4.36). This gives us the
following expression for the state estimation error x̃t:

































































































The above equation can then be written in the form of Equation (4.38) where
the Φ̃t matrix coefficients can be obtained as:
2Φ̃t = (I − LtCt)At−12Φ̃t−1,
3Φ̃nt = (I − LtCt)At−13Φ̃nt−1 ∀ n ∈ [1, t− 1],
3Φ̃tt = −(I − LtCt),
4Φ̃nt = (I − LtCt)At−14Φ̃nt−1 ∀ n ∈ [1, t− 1],
4Φ̃tt = Lt,
5Φ̃nt = (I − LtCt)At−15Φ̃nt−1 ∀ n ∈ [0, t− 2],
5Φ̃t−1t = −(I − LtCt),
6Φ̃nt = (I − LtCt)At−16Φ̃nt−1 ∀ n ∈ [0, t− 2],
6Φ̃t−1t = (I − LtCt),
7Φ̃nt = (I − LtCt)At−17Φ̃nt−1 ∀ n ∈ [0, t− 2],
7Φ̃t−1t = Lt,
8Φ̃nt = (I − LtCt)At−18Φ̃nt−1 ∀ n ∈ [0, t− 2],
8Φ̃t−1t = −Lt.
(4.45)
Similarly for state vector xt, we replace Equations (4.40) and (4.41) in Equa-
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tion (4.23), to get the following expression:
xt = x̌t + (At−1 −Bt−1Ǩt−1)
(






















































+ Lf[s,š]t−1 + wt.
(4.46)












































The above equation can then be written in the form of Equation (4.37) where
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the Φt matrix coefficients can be obtained as:
1Φt = (At−1 −Bt−1Ǩt−1)1Φt−1,
2Φt = (At−1 −Bt−1Ǩt−1)2Φt−1 −Bt−1Ǩt−12Φ̃t−1,
3Φnt = (At−1 −Bt−1Ǩt−1)3Φnt−1 −Bt−1Ǩt−13Φ̃nt−1 ∀ n ∈ [1, t− 1],
3Φtt = I,
4Φnt = (At−1 −Bt−1Ǩt−1)4Φnt−1 −Bt−1Ǩt−14Φ̃nt−1 ∀ n ∈ [1, t− 1],
4Φtt = O,
5Φnt = (At−1 −Bt−1Ǩt−1)5Φnt−1 −Bt−1Ǩt−15Φ̃nt−1 ∀ n ∈ [0, t− 2],
5Φt−1t = I,
6Φnt = (At−1 −Bt−1Ǩt−1)6Φnt−1 −Bt−1Ǩt−16Φ̃nt−1 ∀ n ∈ [0, t− 2],
6Φt−1t = O,
7Φnt = (At−1 −Bt−1Ǩt−1)7Φnt−1 −Bt−1Ǩt−17Φ̃nt−1 ∀ n ∈ [0, t− 2],
7Φt−1t = O,
8Φnt = (At−1 −Bt−1Ǩt−1)8Φnt−1 −Bt−1Ǩt−18Φ̃nt−1 ∀ n ∈ [0, t− 2],
8Φt−1t = O.
(4.48)
Thus, by the principle of induction, we can claim that Equations (4.37) and
(4.38) hold true for all time instants along the trajectory, i.e., ∀ t ∈ [0, T ]. The
matrix coefficients Φt and Φ̃t required in these equations can be initialized as
shown in Equation (4.39) and can be obtained recursively along the trajectory
using Equations (4.45) and (4.48).
While Equations (4.37) and (4.38) govern the growth of the robot state xt
and state estimation error x̃t, their exact values cannot be computed since
the exact values are not known for the initial robot state x0, the initial state
estimation error x̃0, the motion and sensing model errors wt and εt along
the trajectory and the Lagrange remainders L along the trajectory. Thus,
similar to the linear reachability analysis in Section 3.3, we instead transition
Equations (4.37) and (4.38) to set notations. The set of initial robot states
X0, the initial state estimation error set X̃0 and the sets of motion and sens-
ing uncertainties Wt and Vt can be obtained using information available in
Section 4.1. However, modeling the Lagrange remainders L is not trivial, and
thus we develop a method to approximate the remainders with a Gaussian
distribution L̂ as explained later in Section 4.4. The reachable set Xt and
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the state estimation error set X̃t at any time instant t are computed as:




















































where ⊕ is the Minkowski sum operation described in Section 2.1.2. As
discussed in Section 2.1, we use the probabilistic zonotope set representation
for our reachability analysis since they allow us to account for both the
bounded and the stochastic components of uncertainties in the system. The
sets X0, X̃0, Wt and Vt are defined similar to Equations (3.47), (3.48) and
(3.49) in Section 3.3 as:
X0 = Z (x̌0,0, P0),
X̃0 = Z (0,0, P0),
Wt = Z (0,0, Qt),
Vt = Z (0, diag(wbt), Rt),
(4.51)
where P0 is the initial state estimation error covariance, Qt is the Gaussian
covariance matrix for the motion model error, Rt is the Gaussian covariance
matrix for the stochastic component in the sensing model error and wbt is
the half-width of the bounds Bt defined in Equation (4.11).
Finally, in order to obtain the sets Rt required in the problem formulation
in Equation (4.6), we use the confidence set operation on the computed
reachable sets:
Rt = conf(Xt,m), (4.52)
where m represents the desired confidence level, such as 3σ (m = 3) confi-
dence, as specified in Section 4.1. Algorithm 2 summarizes the inputs to our
non-linear reachability analysis followed by the process to obtain the sets Rt
along the nominal trajectory.
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Algorithm 2 Non-linear Reachability Analysis
0: Inputs: Robot motion and sensing model (Equations (4.1) and
(4.2)); initial state estimation error covariance P0; nominal states
(x̌0, . . . , x̌T ) and nominal inputs (ǔ0, . . . , ǔT−1); measurement bias
bounds (B̌0, . . . , B̌T−1) and measurement Gaussian covariance matrices
(R0, . . . , RT−1); desired confidence level m.
1: Obtain initial robot states X0 and initial state estimation error set X̃0
(Equation (3.47)), motion uncertainty sets (W̌0, . . . , W̌T−1) (Equation
(3.48)), and sensing uncertainty sets (V̌0, . . . , V̌T−1) (Equation (3.49)).
2: Initialize matrix coefficients Φ0 and Φ̃0 (Equation (4.39)).
3: for t = 1, . . . , T do
4: Update matrix coefficients Φ̃t (Equation (4.45)).
5: Update matrix coefficients Φt (Equation (4.48)).
6: Obtain Lagrange remainder approximations L̂ (Equation (4.58)).
7: Compute reachable set Xt (Equation (4.49)).
8: Obtain confidence sets Rt (Equation (4.52)).
9: end for
4.4 Lagrange Remainder Approximation
The Lagrange remainders in our non-linear reachability analysis arise due to
linearization of the motion and sensing models in Equations (4.15), (4.26),
(4.27) and (4.32). In this section, we explain the steps that we take for ap-
proximating a general Lagrange remainder vector of the form Lq[p,p̌] resulting
from linearizing a function q w.r.t. p about a point p̌. The ith element of




(p− p̌)>Jq(i)p (ξ)(p− p̌),







. In our reachability analysis the vector p belongs to
a probabilistic zonotope, thus resulting in a stochastic distribution for the
Lagrange remainder Lq(i)[p,p̌]. Based on Equation (4.53), this distribution for
the remainder is not trivial to compute. Thus, we approximate the Lagrange
remainder as a Gaussian distribution by following the steps listed below:
1. Let P denote the probabilistic zonotope that p belongs to. We first
generate a mσ projection zonotope Pmσ for p. Here m denotes the
desired confidence level specified from Equation (4.6) in the problem
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formulation. The generators of the projection zonotope Pmσ are ob-
tained using the projection operation from Section 2.1.5 along each
dimension of P as:
p̄(i) = proj(P, ei,m), (4.54)
where ei represents a unit column vector with the i
th element set to 1
and the remaining elements set to 0. The projection zonotope Pmσ is
then obtained as:
Pmσ = Z(cP , diag(p̄)), (4.55)
where cP is the center of the probabilistic zonotope P.
2. Using the approach presented in [36], we calculate the maximum value
of each element of the Lagrange remainder vector when p belongs to





where γ = |cP− p̌|+ |p̄|. The expression max(|J
q(i)
p (ξ(p))|) is obtained
by first deriving the matrix J
q(i)
p (ξ(p)) for the system and then finding
the maximum of the absolute value of each element in the matrix,
assuming p ∈P.
3. The Gaussian covariance matrix for the Lagrange remainder approxi-
mation is then chosen such that it reflects the confidence level mσ of the
maximum values L̄q[p,p̌]mσ from Equation (4.56). Thus, the covariance













Finally, the approximations of the Lagrange remainders required in Equa-












where n is the number of dimensions of p.
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4.5 Simulation Results
In this section, we discuss our simulations in order to validate our non-linear
reachability analysis. We simulate a 2-dimensional Dubins model [28] which
is commonly used in literature for ground vehicles and fixed-wing UAVs.
We first specify the nominal trajectory along with the inputs as required
by Algorithm 2. We then follow the rest of Algorithm 2 to obtain the sets
Rt using Equation (4.52). In order to validate that these sets satisfy the
requirement in Equation (4.6), we simulate a 1000 trajectory rollouts for the
robot and check the ratio of trajectories with state xt inside the setRt. Thus,
for a 3σ confidence level (m = 3) used in our simulations we expect the ratio
to be greater than 0.997.
The state vector for the Dubins model consists of the robot positions (x, y)
and the heading angle θ. The control inputs to the system are the forward
velocity V and the angular velocity ω. Thus, the motion model of the robot















where dt = 0.2 s is the time-step between two time instants and wt is the





0 0.01 m2 0
0 0 0.001 rad2

 .
For the sensing model, we assume the availability of ranging measurements
from beacons near the robot along with heading measurements from an on-





∥∥xt − xbit ∥∥2 + vb(i)t + vs(i)t , (4.60)
where ‖·‖2 represents the distance between the true robot position xt and the
ith beacon position xbit , v
b(i)
t is a bias component of the ranging measurement
error for which we set the bounds as ±1 m and vs(i)t is a stochastic component
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of the ranging measurement error modeled as a Gaussian distribution v
s(i)
t ∼
N (0, 0.1 m2). Thus, given N ranging beacons, the sensing model can be

















∥∥xt − xb1t ∥∥2







































t from Equation (4.60) ∀ i = 1 to N , and z
(N+1)
t represents
the heading measurement from the on-board compass for which we model
the error as a Gaussian distribution v
s(N+1)
t ∼ N (0, 0.001 rad2).
For the state feedback control gains (Ǩ0, Ǩ1, . . . , ǨT ) we use a locally
optimal LQR similar to Equation (3.55). Thus, we use the following function
in our MATLAB implementation:
Ǩt = dlqr
At, Bt,















mentioned in Equation (4.18), and the
other matrices can be tuned for desired trajectory tracking performance. For




0 0.1 m2 0
0 0 0.01 rad2
 . (4.63)
Next, we obtain the double derivative matrices of the non-linear motion
model Jf1s and J
f2




0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −V cos(θ)dt − sin(θ)dt 0
0 0 − sin(θ)dt 0 0





0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −V sin(θ)dt cos(θ)dt 0
0 0 cos(θ)dt 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
 , (4.65)
Jf3s = O, (4.66)
where s is the combined state and control input vector, i.e., s> = [x>,u>],
and O is a zero matrix of appropriate dimensions. Similarly, the double

























x = O. (4.68)
Finally, given all the aforementioned information, we first obtain the sets
Rt as explained in Algorithm 2 and then validate these sets by simulating
1000 trajectory rollouts for the Dubins system. Fig. 4.2 shows the results of
our simulation. We observe that at least 997 of the 1000 trajectory rollouts
remain inside the sets Rt ∀ t ∈ [0, T ], which reflects the desired 3σ confi-
dence level. Thus, our simulation statistically shows that the requirement in
Equation (4.6) is satisfied.
Additionally, we validate our reachability analysis in the presence of vary-
ing sensing uncertainties as shown in Fig. 3.5(a). Here for the region shaded
in white we set the bounds for the bias in the ranging measurements to be
0 m (i.e., no biases in the measurements), whereas the region shaded in red is
set to have a larger bias bound of ±1 m. The rest of the parameters are set
similarly to the simulation in Fig. 4.2. We simulate a 1000 trajectory rollouts
for the system and statistically show in Fig. 3.5(b) that the requirement in




Figure 4.2: Reachability analysis for a 2-dimensional Dubins model
receiving ranging measurements from beacons (black triangles) and heading
measurements from an on-board compass. (a) The sets Rt (black) are
obtained using our analysis described in Algorithm 2, which are then
validated by simulating 1000 trajectory rollouts (blue). (b) The ratio of




Figure 4.3: Reachability analysis in presence of varying sensing
uncertainties (larger bounds for measurement bias in red shaded region) for
a 2-dimensional Dubins model receiving ranging measurements from
beacons (black triangles) and heading measurements from an on-board
compass. (a) The sets Rt (black) are obtained using our analysis described
in Algorithm 2, which are then validated by simulating 1000 trajectory
rollouts (blue). (b) The ratio of trajectories inside the sets Rt reflects the
desired 3σ confidence level.
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4.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter we developed our reachability analysis for robots represented
by non-linear motion and sensing models. We first derived equations govern-
ing the growth of the robot state and state estimation error along a nominal
trajectory using the process of mathematical induction. We then transitioned
the equations to set notations in order to compute the reachable set for the
robot states. Additionally, we developed an approximation for the lineariza-
tion errors (referred to as Lagrange remainders) required to compute the
reachable sets. Algorithm 2 summarized our non-linear reachability analysis.
To validate our reachability analysis, we simulated a 2-dimensional Dubins
model receiving ranging measurements from beacons and heading measure-
ments from an on-board compass. For each simulation we generated 1000
trajectory rollouts and statistically showed that the requirement stated in





In this chapter we show how our reachability analysis from Chapters 3 and
4 can be integrated with existing trajectory planning frameworks in order to
plan collision-safe trajectories for a robot. We first formulate the trajectory
planning problem including specifications of the robot motion and sensing
models in Section 5.1. Next, in Section 5.2, we integrate our reachability
analysis with the planning framework designed in [51]. Here we provide a
heuristic approximation of our reachability analysis in order to efficiently
evaluate the collision-safety of candidate trajectories (Section 5.2.2). Addi-
tionally, we propose a metric for the size of the computed reachable sets which
allows us to compare different candidate trajectories during the planning
process (Section 5.2.3). Finally, via simulations in Section 5.3, we demon-
strate the applicability of the trajectory planner for GNSS-based navigation
of fixed-wing UAVs in an urban environment. Planning results are discussed
for a UAV in a static environment and in a shared airspace with other UAVs.
We statistically validate the collision-safety of the UAVs by simulating mul-
tiple trajectory rollouts along the planned trajectories, similar to the process
followed in Sections 3.4 and 4.5.
5.1 Problem Formulation
We formulate the planning problem for a non-linear system as done in Chap-
ter 4. The problem can be formulated similarly for a linear system from
Chapter 3 if desired. The discrete-time robot motion model is written as:
xt = f(xt−1,ut−1) + wt, (5.1)
where t is the time instant, xt is the state vector, ut is the control input
vector, f is a non-linear function representing the robot motion, and wt is
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the motion model error represented by a Gaussian distribution N (0, Qt). For
measurements, the following non-linear sensing model is considered:
zt = h(xt) + vt, (5.2)
where zt is the measurement vector, h is a function representing the non-
linear sensing model and vt is the sensing model error. As mentioned in
Equation (4.3), vt contains a bounded bias component v
b
t ∈ [bt,bt] = Bt and
a stochastic component vst ∼ N (0, Rt).
Similar to prior trajectory planning work [48], we assume that there exists
a low-level CONNECT function that connects a trajectory between two states.
Thus, given two states xi and xj, the CONNECT function provides us the
following: (
X̌ i,j, Ǔ i,j, Ǩi,j
)
= CONNECT(xi,xj), (5.3)
where X̌ i,j is the sequence of nominal states (x̌τi , x̌τi+1, · · · , x̌τj−1) and Ǔ i,j is
the sequence of nominal inputs (ǔτi , ǔτi+1, · · · , ǔτj−1). These nominal states
and inputs satisfy the nominal motion model from Equation (5.1):
x̌t = f(x̌t−1, ǔt−1) ∀ t ∈ [τi + 1, τj − 1],
xi = x̌τi , x
j = f(x̌τj−1, ǔτj−1),
(5.4)
where Ǩi,j is the sequence of stabilizing linear state feedback control gains
(Ǩτi , Ǩτi+1, · · · , Ǩτj−1). We assume that the robot uses an EKF as defined
in Section 4.2 for on-board state estimation. Given the feedback control gain
and an on-board state estimate x̂t, the total control input during execution
is of the form:
ut = ǔt − Ǩt(x̂t − x̌t). (5.5)
The availability of such a CONNECT function along with the computation of
the corresponding sequences X̌, Ǔ , and Ǩ has been widely addressed in
literature [28, 53] and is beyond the scope of this work. For instance, for a
Dubins vehicle the optimal nominal states and inputs can be easily obtained
in closed form [52] and the feedback control gains can be obtained using a
locally optimal Linear-Quadratic Regulator (LQR) design.
Let X ut denote the set of unsafe (or undesirable) states for the robot at
time instant t. Here we assume X ut to be comprised of two components:
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X u,s that represents static obstacles in the environment such as buildings
and no-operation zones (no-fly zones for UAVs), and X u,dt that represents
the sets occupied by other dynamic robots operating in the environment at
time instant t.
Thus, we assume that the following information is available for trajectory
planning:
1. The covariance matrices Qt for the motion model error in Equation
(5.1).
2. The covariance matrices Rt and the bounds Bt for the sensing model
error in Equation (5.2).
3. A CONNECT function as defined in Equation (5.3).
4. The set of unsafe (or undesirable) states X ut .
Given the above information along with an initial state xinit and a desired
goal state xgoal, the problem for the trajectory planner is defined as:
min
(X̌,Ǔ ,Ǩ)
cost(X̌, Ǔ , Ǩ),
subject to: Pr(xt ∈ X ut ) < δ,
(5.6)
where δ is a specified threshold for the probability of collision, and (X̌, Ǔ , Ǩ)
are concatenated sequences representing the nominal trajectory from xinit to
xgoal as follows:
(X̌, Ǔ , Ǩ) =
(




The probability value δ is typically obtained from a desired confidence level of
collision-safety. Thus, for a mσ confidence level, where m > 0, δ is calculated
as: δ = 1−erf(m/
√
2). This value of δ is usually provided as a parameter to
the trajectory planning algorithm. Smaller values of δ translate to a stricter
collision-safety requirement and could potentially result in the planner be-
ing unable to find a trajectory, whereas larger values of δ result in a more
collision-risky trajectory being planned. For our simulations in Section 5.3
we choose δ based on a 3σ confidence level (m = 3) for collision-safety.
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Note that the trajectory planner described next in Section 5.2 is applicable
for any general robot motion model (in Equation (5.1)) and sensing model
(in Equation (5.2)) and any general cost function (in Equation (5.6)).
5.2 Trajectory Planning Algorithm
In this section we describe the details of the trajectory planner used for
solving the problem defined in Equation (5.6). We first provide an overview
of the planning framework in [51] and how we use our reachability analysis
within the framework. Next, we develop a heuristic approximation of the
reachable set computation from Chapters 3 and 4. This approximation allows
us to efficiently evaluate the collision safety of candidate trajectories during
the planning process. Finally, we propose a metric to compare the sizes of the
approximate reachable sets which is required for comparing and eliminating
undesirable candidate trajectories in [51].
5.2.1 Overview
The objective of the trajectory planner is to explore the environment and
find a solution for the problem defined in Equation (5.6). We choose the
planning framework from [51] given its highly parallelizable structure, which
is desirable for real-world applications. However, note that our reachability
analysis can also be integrated with other planning frameworks [48, 50] if
desired. The planning framework from [51] can be summarized as follows:
1. The planner begins with a graph constructing phase. Multiple states
are sampled in the environment (including xinit and xgoal) and kine-
matically feasible trajectories obeying the nominal motion model from
Equation 5.4 are obtained between nearby states using the CONNECT
function defined in Equation (5.3). The trajectory between two states
xi and xj is added to the graph if the corresponding sequence of nom-
inal states X̌ i,j is collision-free with respect to static set of unsafe (or
undesirable) states in the environment, i.e., with respect to X u,s.
2. Next, the planner explores candidate trajectories in the graph in order
to find a complete trajectory from xinit to xgoal. Here in order to evalu-
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ate the collision-safety of a trajectory, we use our reachability analysis
from Chapters 3 and 4. Since exploring the graph requires evaluat-
ing the collision-safety of numerous candidate trajectories, we develop
a heuristic approximation of the reachable set computation to speed
up the planning process. The details of evaluating the collision-safety
along with the approximation are discussed below in Section 5.2.2.
3. For computational tractability during the graph exploration phase, the
planner eliminates undesirable candidate trajectories by comparing tra-
jectories that arrive at the same state. Here the comparison is done
in terms of the trajectory costs from xinit to the current state and the
sizes of the reachable sets at the current state. We present the details
of comparing candidate trajectories along with our proposed metric for
the size of the reachable set below in Section 5.2.3.
4. Once a collision-safe trajectory to the goal state xgoal is found, the plan-
ner stops exploring the graph and outputs (X̌, Ǔ , Ǩ), i.e., the sequence
of nominal states, nominal control inputs and feedback control gains
for the robot to follow during trajectory execution.
Note that the planner works in an offline manner, i.e., first the solution to
the planning problem from Equation (5.6) is found and then the planned
trajectory is executed by the robot. Fig. 5.1 illustrates the planning graph
constructing and exploration phases. For additional details of the planning
framework, we refer the readers to [51].
5.2.2 Evaluating Collision-Safety
An important component of the graph exploration phase during planning
is to evaluate if candidate trajectories are collision-safe for the robot. The
evaluation for a candidate trajectory is done in two steps: first we com-
pute approximate reachable sets for the robot along the trajectory using our
analysis from Chapters 3 and 4, and second we check if these approximate
reachable sets intersect with the set of unsafe states.




Figure 5.1: Overview of the trajectory planning framework [51] integrated
with our reachability analysis. (a) The planner first constructs a graph in
the environment by randomly sampling states and using the CONNECT
function defined in Equation (5.3). (b) Next, the planner begins exploring
the graph and evaluates the collision-safety of candidate trajectories.
Approximate reachable sets are computed along the trajectories using
Equation (5.9) and are used to detect and eliminate collision-unsafe
trajectories (red outline) from the graph exploration phase. (c) For
computational tractability, undesirable candidate trajectories (red outline)
are eliminated from the graph exploration phase. Here candidate
trajectories are compared based on their costs (such as trajectory lengths in
this illustration) and the size of the approximate reachable sets (from
Equation (5.12)). (d) Finally, the planner stops exploring once a
collision-safe trajectory from the initial state to the goal state is found.
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reachable set Xt for a general non-linear system described in Section 5.1:


























where x̌t is the nominal state along the candidate trajectory, X0 and X̃0 are
the initial set of robot states and the initial state estimation error set re-
spectively at xinit, Wn and Vn are the sets of motion and sensing uncertain-
ties along the trajectory, iΦt are matrix coefficients as obtained in Equation
(4.48) and L̂ are approximations of the Lagrange remainders as obtained
in Equation (4.58). Note that as the trajectory grows (i.e., as t increases),
the number of Minkowski sum operations in Equation (5.8) increases, conse-
quently increasing the computation load of Equation (5.8). Given that the
graph exploration phase requires evaluating the collision-safety of numerous
candidate trajectories, it is desirable to speed up the process of comput-
ing reachable sets. Thus, we provide a heuristic approximation to bound
the number of Minkowski sum operations in Equation (5.8) and efficiently
compute approximate reachable sets for the robot.
From Equations (4.45) and (4.48) we observe that updating the matrix
coefficients involve contractive terms (At−1−Bt−1Ǩt−1) and (I−LtCt), where
At, Bt and Ct are partial derivatives as defined in Equations (4.18) and (4.27)
of the motion and sensing models f and h, Ǩt is the feedback control gain and
Lt is the Kalman gain from the on-board EKF. Consequently, some matrix
coefficients become negligible and this results in some quantities in Equation
(5.8) having a negligible contribution in the computation of Xt. The intuition
behind this is that as the trajectory grows, the reachable set Xt depends more
on recent quantities (such as recent sets of motion and sensing uncertainties)
as opposed to quantities from earlier in the trajectory (such as initial sets
of motion and sensing uncertainties). In order to check which quantities
in Equation (5.8) negligibly contribute to Xt, we check the Frobenius norm
of the matrix coefficients iΦt. Only quantities whose corresponding matrix
coefficients iΦt have a Frobenius norm higher than a specified threshold
iζ
are considered. This gives us the following expression for the approximate
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reachable set X t:

























where iNt contains the following set of elements:
iNt =
{
n ∈ [0, t] |
∥∥iΦnt ∥∥F ≥ iζ} , (5.10)
where ‖.‖F represents the Frobenius norm.
Next, in order to evaluate the collision-safety of the candidate trajectory,
we need to check if the constraint from Equation (5.6) is satisfied, i.e., if
Pr(xt ∈ X ut ) < δ along the trajectory. We first obtain confidence set Rt
corresponding to the approximate reachable set X t as:
Rt = conf(X t,m), (5.11)
where conf is the confidence set operation defined in Section 2.1.4 and m
denotes the desired confidence level corresponding to the probability value
δ. Finally, given Rt, we consider the candidate trajectory to be collision-safe
only if all Rt along the trajectory do not intersect with the corresponding set
of unsafe states X ut . Trajectories detected as collision-unsafe are eliminated
from the graph exploration phase, as illustrated in Fig. 5.1(b).
5.2.3 Comparing Candidate Trajectories
As the size of the constructed planning graph increases, it becomes compu-
tationally intractable to explore all the candidate trajectories in the graph.
Thus, in [51] the authors propose a method to compare candidate trajectories
and eliminate undesirable ones during the graph exploration phase. Trajec-
tories arriving at the same state in the graph are compared with each other
based on two criteria: the cost of the trajectories from the initial state xinit
to the current state and the size of the reachable sets at the current state. A
candidate trajectory is considered to be undesirable (and consequently elimi-
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nated from the graph exploration phase) if the there exists another trajectory
that arrives at the same state with a lower cost and a smaller reachable set.
Thus, we need a metric to measure the size of the approximate reachable
sets X t computed using Equation (5.9). For this purpose we propose the
following metric for the size of X t using the corresponding confidence set Rt
obtained in Equation (5.11):
size(X t) = trace(G>RtGRt), (5.12)
where GRt represents the generator matrix of Rt. Here G
>
RtGRt is referred to
as the covariation matrix [68] ofRt, and is analogous to the covariance matrix
of a Gaussian distribution. Thus, for comparing the size of the reachable sets
during the graph exploration phase, we use the scalar value obtained using
Equation (5.12).
5.3 Simulations for GNSS-based UAV Navigation
In this section we demonstrate the applicability of the trajectory planner for
GNSS-based navigation of fixed-wing UAVs in an urban environment. We
first describe the UAV motion model and GNSS-psuedorange-based sensing
model used in the simulations. Next, we provide details of the 3-dimensional
(3D) environment setup along with the process followed to obtain the bias
bounds in the pseudorange measurements. Finally, we discuss planning re-
sults in a static environment and in a shared airspace with other operating
UAVs. The collision-safety of the planned trajectories is statistically vali-
dated by simulating 1000 trajectory rollouts and considering a 3σ confidence
level (m = 3).
5.3.1 Motion and Sensing Models
For simplicity we restrict the fixed-wing UAV motion to a horizontal plane
and represent it by a 2-dimensional Dubins model, similar to the model used
in Equation (4.59). The state vector consists of the UAV positions (x, y)
and the heading angle θ, whereas the control inputs are the forward velocity
V and the angular velocity ω. Thus, the motion model of the robot can be
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0 0.01 m2 0
0 0 0.001 rad2

 .
For the sensing model, we assume the availability of GNSS pseudorange
measurements along with heading measurements from an on-board compass.
Here we assume the pseudorange measurements have been corrected for at-
mospheric effects [55] and consider the following commonly used model:
ρ
(i)





where ‖·‖2 represents the true range between the receiver position xt and
satellite position xsit , cδt is the clock bias error, and v
b(i)
t is an additional bias
component due to multipath/NLOS discussed further below in Section 5.3.2,
v
s(i)
t is the stochastic component modeled as a Gaussian distribution. Here
the satellite positions are simulated from publicly available almanac data.
We model the covariance of the stochastic component v
s(i)
t with an elevation-
based factor [102, 103] as: R
(i)
t = Σρ/ sin
2(el(i)), where el(i) is the elevation
angle of the ith satellite and Σρ is set to be 5 m
2. Since we are primarily
concerned with the UAV position states, we assume for simplicity that the
receiver clock and the satellite clocks are perfectly synced, i.e., there is zero
clock bias error (δt = 0). However, if desired, clock bias states can also be
included in the state vector for the trajectory planner. Thus, given N GNSS
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t from Equation (5.14) ∀ i = 1 to N , and z
(N+1)
t represents
the heading measurement from the on-board compass for which we model the
error as a Gaussian distribution v
s(N+1)
t ∼ N (0, 0.001 rad2). The remaining
setup for the UAV is similar to the setup in Section 4.5 from Equation (4.62)
to (4.68).
5.3.2 3D Environment and Pseudorange Bias Bounds
For our simulations, we setup a large 3D urban environment in the Unity
game engine [104]. The environment dimensions are 1 km × 1 km wide, and
contain buildings up to 120 m tall, whereas we set the UAV flight to be 65 m.
As discussed in Section 1.2.2, we only consider multipath signals and as-
sume the NLOS signals to be detected and excluded by available outlier
rejection methods [56, 57, 58, 59, 60]. However, if desired additional model-
ing can be performed to simulate the pseudorange bias due to NLOS signals
[105, 61].
For the GNSS receiver architecture, we assume a quarter-chip spacing be-
tween the early and late correlators [55]. We consider the possibility of strong
signal reflections from nearby buildings, and assume that the reflected signal
strength can be as strong as the direct LOS signal. A positive pseudorange
bias occurs when the direct and reflected signals are in-phase (constructive
interference), whereas a negative pseudorange bias occurs when the signals
are out-of-phase (destructive interference). It is non-trivial to estimate the
phase difference by ray-tracing, thus we consider a phase difference of 0° and
180° to obtain an upper bound of the multipath noise envelope [61]. Fig. 5.2
shows the multipath noise envelope used for our simulations.
In order to obtain the bounds of the pseudorange bias, i.e., Bt in Equation
(5.2), we need to estimate the possible differential path lengths before using
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Figure 5.2: Multipath noise envelope for a GNSS receiver with a
quarter-chip spacing between the early and late correlators.
Fig. 5.2. Thus, we perform the following steps to ray-trace the possible
differential path lengths between a satellite and a receiver positions, and
consequently to obtain the bounds Bt:
1. Given the satellite and receiver position, we identify possible reflecting
surfaces as illustrated in Fig. 5.3. Here we assume that the receiver is
able to detect and exclude any signals arriving from below the receiver
[106, 107]. Thus, reflections from the ground and from buildings lower
than the receiver altitude are ignored.
2. Next, we ray-trace the possible differential path lengths for each sur-
face (including diffuse reflections) and calculate the overall minimum
and maximum differential path lengths. Here we assume that the 3D
environment information is accurate, i.e., the building dimensions are
exactly known. However, if desired, uncertainty in the building reflect-
ing surfaces can be accounted for while calculating the minimum and
maximum differential path lengths.
3. Finally, given the minimum and maximum differential path lengths,
we use the multipath noise envelope in Fig. 5.2 to obtain Bt as the
maximum bounds for the pseudorange bias.
Note that the ray-tracing procedure described in this section is performed
offline during the planning graph exploration phase. The bounds Bt obtained
using the ray-tracing are used in the reachability analysis to compute the
sets X t from Equation (5.9), which are consequently used to evaluate the
collision-safety of candidate trajectories.
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Figure 5.3: Simulated urban environment where we perform ray-tracing to
compute the differential path lengths between the direct signal (green) and
the multipath signals (yellow).
While we have made simplifying assumptions in our ray-tracing proce-
dure, the main purpose is to demonstrate the applicability of our reachabil-
ity analysis-based trajectory planner for GNSS-based navigation. In practice
commercially available high-fidelity ray-tracing software [108, 109] can be
used to obtain more accurate bounds for the pseudorange biases.
5.3.3 Simulation Results
Given the above motion and sensing models and the 3D environment setup,
we validate the trajectory planner in two different scenarios: planning for
a UAV navigating in the static 3D environment, and planning for a UAV
navigating in the 3D environment in the presence of other operating UAVs.
Note that all the trajectories for both the scenarios are planned offline, i.e.,
before any UAV begins flight. The results for the first scenario are shown in
Fig. 5.4. Buildings taller than the flight altitude of 65 m are colored orange,
whereas buildings shorter than the flight altitude are colored yellow. The
taller buildings are considered to be static obstacles X u,s, whereas X u,dt is set
to be empty for this scenario.
As described in Section 5.2.1, the planner first uses the CONNECT function
defined in Equation (5.3) to construct a graph of kinematically feasible and
collision-free trajectories. Here we use a grid of states with 100 m spacing as
shown in Fig. 5.4(a). Once the graph is constructed, the planner explores
candidate trajectories in the graph and finds a trajectory between the given
initial state and goal state. In order to statistically validate the collision-
safety of the planned trajectory, we simulate 1000 trajectory rollouts for the
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.4: Planning results for a fixed-wing UAV in a static 1 km × 1 km
wide environment. (a) A graph of kinematically feasible trajectories is
constructed by the planner. Here we sample the states in a 100 m-spaced
grid and obtain the trajectories using the CONNECT function defined in
Equation (5.3). (b) The trajectory planner finds a trajectory from the
initial state to the goal state such that the 3σ confidence sets of the
approximate reachable sets do not intersect with the obstacles. We simulate
1000 trajectory rollouts for the UAV in order to statistically validate the
collision-safety constraint from Equation (5.6).
UAV along the planned trajectory. Fig. 5.4(b) shows the planned trajectory,
the confidence sets of the approximate reachable sets obtained using Equation
(5.11) and the 1000 trajectory rollouts for the UAV. We observe that all 1000
simulated trajectories remain within the 3σ confidence sets and thus satisfy
the collision-safety constraint from Equation (5.6).
For the second scenario, we sequentially plan trajectories for five UAVs
in the 3D environment as shown in Fig. 5.5. Given that the UAV motion
models and the environment are the same as the first scenario, we can re-use
the planning graph constructed in Fig. 5.4(a). Additionally, we begin with
the same set of unsafe states X ut as the first scenario, i.e., X u,s contains the
buildings, whereas X u,dt is empty. Given an initial state and a goal state
for UAV-1, we plan a trajectory to maintain collision-safety with respect to
X ut . Before planning the trajectory for UAV-2, we update X ut such that X
u,d
t
now contains the confidence sets of UAV-1. This is done in order to maintain
collision-safety between UAV-1 and UAV-2 at any given time instant t. Thus,
note that while a shorter candidate trajectory existed for UAV-2, it was
eliminated by the planner since it could not maintain collision-safety with
respect to UAV-1. Similarly, we update X u,dt to additionally contain the





Figure 5.5: Sequential planning results for fixed-wing UAVs in the presence
of other operating UAVs. (a) Planned trajectories for all the UAVs along
with the planning graph. UAV-1 to UAV-4 are set to begin flying at the
same time, whereas UAV-5 is set to begin flying 40 s later. (b)-(f) Snapshots
of the approximate reachable sets for the UAVs at different time instants (in
order of time). We simulate 1000 trajectory rollouts for each UAV in order
to statistically validate the collision-safety constraint from Equation (5.6).
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maintaining collision-safety with respect to the buildings and UAV-1 and
UAV-2. A similar process is followed for planning the trajectory for UAV-
4. For UAV-4 the planner finds a trajectory that seems to collide with the
planned trajectory for UAV-2. However, the trajectories do not intersect
temporally, thus maintaining collision-safety. In order to simulate situations
when UAVs might begin flights at different times, we set UAV-5 to begin
flying 40 s later than the other UAVs with the same initial state and goal
state as UAV-4. Again the planned trajectory does not intersect temporally
with the planned trajectories for UAV-2 and UAV-4, and maintains collision-
safety with respect to the buildings and other UAVs.
In order to statistically validate the collision-safety of the planned trajec-
tories for the five UAVs, we simulate 1000 trajectory rollouts for each UAV.
Figs. 5.5(b)-(f) show snapshots of the trajectory rollouts and the 3σ confi-
dence zonotopes of the approximate reachable sets at different time instants.
All 1000 trajectory rollouts for all five UAVs remain within the confidence
zonotopes and do not collide with buildings or other UAVs, thus satisfying
the collision-safety constraint from Equation (5.6). The complete video for
the second scenario can be found at https://youtu.be/eyA3vEojdnQ.
5.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we designed a trajectory planner for a general non-linear sys-
tem where the sensing model error contains a stochastic component (modeled
as a Gaussian distribution) along with an additional bounded bias compo-
nent. We utilized the highly parallelizable planning framework from [51]
where a graph of candidate trajectories is first constructed and then ex-
plored. In order to efficiently evaluate the collision-safety of multiple candi-
date trajectories during the graph exploration phase, we developed a heuris-
tic approximation for our reachability analysis from Chapters 3 and 4. We
then proposed using the trace of the covariation matrix of the approximate
reachable sets as a metric to compare their sizes during the graph explo-
ration phase. Finally, we demonstrated the applicability of the planner for
fixed-wing UAVs navigation in urban areas using GNSS pseudoranges. We
validated the planner in two scenarios: planning for a UAV in a static en-
vironment, and sequentially planning for UAVs in a shared airspace with
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other operating UAVs. 1000 trajectory rollouts were simulated for each UAV
to statistically validate that the planned trajectories were collision-safe with




Inter-robot communication enables multi-robot systems to coordinate and
execute complex missions efficiently. Thus, maintaining connectivity of the
communication network between robots is essential for many multi-robot
systems. In this chapter, we design a trajectory planner for connectivity
maintenance of a multi-robot system. We first formulate the connectivity
maintenance problem in Section 6.1. Then in Section 6.2 we define a weighted
undirected graph to represent the connectivity of the system. Unlike previ-
ous connectivity maintenance works, we explicitly account for robot motion
and sensing uncertainties while formulating the graph edge weights. These
uncertainties result in uncertain robot positions which directly affect the con-
nectivity of the system. Next, in Section 6.3, the algebraic connectivity of the
weighted undirected graph is maintained above a specified lower limit using
a trajectory planner based on a distributed Alternating Direction Method of
Multipliers (ADMM) framework. Here we derive an approximation for the
Hessian matrices required within the ADMM optimization step to reduce
the computational load (Section 6.3.4). Finally, in Section 6.4, simulation




For each robot i in a multi-robot system with N robots, we consider the
following linear discrete-time motion and sensing models:
xi,t = Ai,t−1xi,t−1 +Bi,t−1ui,t−1 + wi,t, (6.1)
zi,t = Ci,txi,t + vi,t, (6.2)
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where t is the time instant, xi,t is the state vector, ui,t is the input vector,
zi,t is the sensed measurement vector, Ai,t is is state transition matrix, Bi,t
is the control-input matrix, Ci,t is the system measurement matrix, and wi,t
and vi,t are Gaussian-distributed error vectors with covariance matrices Qi,t
and Ri,t respectively, such that wi,t ∼ N (0, Qi,t) and vi,t ∼ N (0, Ri,t). We
assume that each robot implements a Kalman filter (KF) on board to obtain
an estimate of its state x̂i. The prediction step of the KF is performed as:




where Pi,t is the state estimation covariance matrix such that xi,t ∼ N (x̂i,t, Pi,t).







x̂i,t = x̄i,t + Li,t(zi,t − Ci,tx̄i,t), (6.6)
Pi,t = P̄i,t − Li,tCi,tP̄i,t, (6.7)
where Li is the Kalman gain. Here the second term in Equation (6.6) is re-
ferred to as the innovation term and is distributed according toN (0, Li,tCi,tP̄i,t).
Thus, each robot can be represented in the belief space with the belief







where vec(Pi,t) denotes a column vector containing the elements of the co-
variance matrix Pi,t. Furthermore, the belief dynamics for the robot can be
summarized as [47]:














mi,t ∼ N (0, I),
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where I represents an identity matrix.
6.1.2 Connectivity Maintenance
The state vector of a robot xi typically contains the position of the robot
pi along with additional quantities such as robot velocity. Similar to most
previous connectivity maintenance works [80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85], we assume a
disk communication model. Thus, two robots are considered to be connected
only if the distance between them is smaller than a specified communication
range ∆. Let lij,t = ‖pi,t − pj,t‖2 be the euclidean distance between the true
positions of two robots i and j, where ‖·‖2 represents the L2-norm. The
corresponding edge weight Aij,t for the adjacency matrix is computed as:
Aij,t =
1 0 ≤ lij,t ≤ ∆0 lij,t > ∆ . (6.10)
Given the edge weights, the true algebraic connectivity λLt2 of the multi-
robot system is obtained as described earlier in Section 2.2. Note that since
the robot positions are stochastic in nature, the algebraic connectivity of
the system is also stochastic. Thus, given a lower limit ε for the algebraic
connectivity, we state the following connectivity maintenance requirement
for our trajectory planning algorithm:
Pr(λLt2 > ε) ≥ 1− δ ∀ t ∈ [0, T ], (6.11)
i.e., the planner should maintain λLt2 above ε with a minimum probability
value of δ for the planning time horizon T . We specify the values of ε and δ
chosen for our simulations later in Section 6.4.1.
6.1.3 Trajectory Planning
The objective of the trajectory planner is to plan nominal trajectories for
each robot such that they perform local tasks while maintaining connectivity
within the multi-robot system. Here the local tasks can represent objec-
tives such as tracking a target, minimizing the control input effort, avoiding
collisions, reaching a desired position for exploration, coverage or formation
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control, etc. We assume that the following information is available to each
robot in the system:
1. The initial beliefs of all robots in the system, i.e., bi,init ∀ i ∈ [1, N ].
As defined in Equation (6.8), the initial belief vector consists of the
initial state estimate and the initial estimation covariance.
2. The belief dynamics associated with all robots in the system as defined
in Equation (6.9).
3. The cost functions representing the local tasks for all robots in the
system, i.e., Ji,t(bi,t,ui,t) ∀ i ∈ [1, N ],∀ t ∈ [0, T ].
The nominal trajectory for each robot i can be represented as a series of
nominal beliefs and nominal control inputs (b̌i,0, ǔi,0, . . . , b̌i,T−1, ǔi,T−1, b̌i,T )
[47], such that:
b̌i,t+1 = gi(b̌i,t, ǔi,t) ∀ t ∈ [0, T − 1]. (6.12)
We define a concatenated nominal input matrix Ǔ , consisting of nominal in-
put vectors of all robots in the system, over the entire planning time horizon:
Ǔ =





ǔN,0 . . . ǔN,T−1
 . (6.13)
Note that given the initial beliefs bi,init ∀ i ∈ [1, N ], it is sufficient to represent
the nominal trajectories for the multi-robot system by Ǔ since the nominal
beliefs for each robot can be calculated recursively using Equation (6.12).








Pr(λLt2 > ε) ≥ 1− δ ∀ t ∈ [0, T ],
b̌i,0 = bi,init ∀ i ∈ [1, N ],
b̌i,t+1 = gi(b̌i,t, ǔi,t) ∀ i ∈ [1, N ],∀ t ∈ [0, T − 1],
(6.14)
where the first constraint is the connectivity maintenance requirement stated
in Equation (6.11). We use a distributed ADMM-based trajectory planning
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Figure 6.1: Distance measure l̄ij between two robots with
Gaussian-distributed positions pi ∼ N (p̂i,Σi) and pj ∼ N (p̂j,Σj). l̄ij is
the maximum distance between the boundaries of the circular regions Si
and Sj which overbound the confidence ellipsoids Ei and Ej respectively.
algorithm to solve the above planning problem as presented later in Section
6.3.
6.2 Weighted Undirected Graph for Uncertain Robot
Positions
In order to address the connectivity maintenance requirement from Equa-
tion (6.11), we first define a weighted undirected graph that accounts for
uncertain robot positions arising due to the presence of motion and sensing
uncertainties. The algebraic connectivity of this graph is then used in our
trajectory planning algorithm in Section 6.3. Since the graph definition is
applicable for any time instant t ∈ [0, T ], for simplicity we omit the time
notations in this section.
Given that the position for each robot pi is Gaussian-distributed as pi ∼
N (p̂i,Σi), we begin by considering a confidence ellipse Ei centered at p̂i such
that:
Pr(pi ∈ Ei) = 1− δE , (6.15)
where δE is a probability value that decides the size of the confidence ellipse.
We derive the value for δE used in our algorithm later in Equation (6.25). Let
λ̄Σi represent the largest eigenvalue of the covariance matrix Σi. Thus, the
length of the semi-major axis of Ei is s
√
λ̄Σi , where s is a scalar factor that
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follows a chi-square distribution [93, 94] based on the value of δE . We then
define a circular region Si centered at p̂i with radius s
√
λ̄Σi . This circular
region overbounds Ei and thus, contains pi with a probability greater than
or equal to δE , i.e.:
Pr(pi ∈ Si) ≥ 1− δE . (6.16)
We then define a distance measure between the boundaries of the overbound-
ing circular regions of two robots i and j as follows:





Fig. 6.1 illustrates the confidence ellipses, the overbounding circular regions
and the distance measure between two robots.
Given the communication range of ∆ between two robots, we introduce a
new parameter ∆0, such that 0 < ∆0 < ∆. Based on the edge weight
defined in [84], we use ∆0 to define a non-binary edge weight between two
robots i and j as:
Aij =











∆0 < l̄ij ≤ ∆
0 l̄ij > ∆
. (6.18)
Fig. 6.2 compares Aij with Aij from Equation (6.10). We then proceed to
define the corresponding degree matrix D = diag(di) with di =
∑n
j=1Aij
and the corresponding Laplacian matrix L = D − A. Finally, we use the
algebraic connectivity of this constructed weighted undirected graph λL2 as
an indicator for the connectivity of the system with uncertain positions.
Next, we proceed to derive the value of δE required in Equation (6.15). We
define the following events:
E1 : pi ∈ Si ∀ i ∈ [1, N ],
E2 : l̄ij ≥ lij ∀ {i, j} ∈ [1, N ]× [1, N ] | i 6= j,
E3 : Aij ≤ Aij ∀ {i, j} ∈ [1, N ]× [1, N ] | i 6= j,
E4 : λL2 ≥ λL2 .
Here E1 represents the event that all robot positions lie within their corre-
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.2: Edge weights between two robots assuming a communication
range of ∆ = 40 m. (a) The binary edge weight Aij (Equation 6.10) is
defined as Aij = 1 if robots i and j are connected, else Aij = 0. (b) For our
proposed weighted undirected graph, we define a non-binary edge weight
Aij (Equation 6.18) that gradually goes to 0 as the distance measure l̄ij
goes from ∆0 = 35 m to ∆ = 40 m.
sponding circular regions. We assume that the true positions pi of the robots
in the system are independent of each other. Thus, using Equation (6.16) we




Pr(pi ∈ Si) ≥
N∏
i=1
(1− δE) = (1− δE)N , (6.19)
where N is the number of robots in the system.
E2 represents the event that the distance measures l̄ij between any two
robots i and j will always be greater than or equal to the true distance lij.
We proceed to derive the probability of event E2 as:
Pr(E2) = Pr(E2 | E1) · Pr(E1) + Pr(E2 | E′1) · Pr(E′1)
≥ Pr(E2 | E1) · Pr(E1) = Pr(E1), (6.20)
where Pr(E2 | E1) = 1 since for any two robots i and j if pi ∈ Si and pj ∈ Sj,
then l̄ij ≥ lij as shown in Fig. 6.1.
E3 represents the event that the non-binary edge weight Aij from Equa-
tion (6.18) is less than the edge weight Aij from Equation (6.10). Similar to
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Equation (6.20), we derive the probability of event E3 as:
Pr(E3) = Pr(E3 | E2) · Pr(E2) + Pr(E3 | E′2) · Pr(E′2)
≥ Pr(E3 | E2) · Pr(E2) = Pr(E2), (6.21)
where Pr(E3 | E2) = 1 since for any two robots i and j if l̄ij ≥ lij, then
Aij ≤ Aij as shown in Fig. 6.2.
Finally, E4 represents the event that the algebraic connectivity of our
weighted undirected graph λL2 is less than or equal to the true algebraic
connectivity λL2 . The probability of event E4 is derived as:
Pr(E4) = Pr(E4 | E3) · Pr(E3) + Pr(E4 | E′3) · Pr(E′3)
≥ Pr(E4 | E3) · Pr(E3) = Pr(E3), (6.22)
where Pr(E4 | E3) = 1 since by definition the algebraic connectivity of a graph
monotonically increases as the edge weights in the graph increase [80, 84].
Thus, from Equations (6.19)-(6.22) we have:
Pr(λL2 ≥ λL2 ) ≥ (1− δE)N , (6.23)
which shows that λL2 lower-bounds λ
L
2 with a minimum probability value of
(1 − δE)N . If the value of λL2 is maintained above the specified lower limit ε
from Equation (6.14), i.e., if λL2 > ε, then from Equation (6.23) we get:
Pr(λL2 > ε) ≥ (1− δE)N . (6.24)
In order to satisfy the connectivity maintenance requirement described in
Equation (6.11), we set (1−δE)N = 1−δ, which finally gives us the following
value for δE :
δE = 1− (1− δ)(1/N), (6.25)
where δ is the probability value representing the desired confidence level in
Equation (6.11).
To summarize, setting the value of δE from Equation (6.25) and ensuring
that our metric λL2 is maintained above ε results in satisfying the connectiv-
ity maintenance requirement from Equation (6.11). Note that the weighted
undirected graph defined in this section can be directly extended to three-
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dimensions, where Ei (Equation (6.15)) would represent a confidence ellipsoid
for robot i and Si (Equation (6.16)) would represent the corresponding over-
bounding spherical region.
6.3 Trajectory Planning For Connectivity Maintenance
In this section, we present the details of our trajectory planning algorithm for
solving the problem stated in Equation (6.14). First, we define a connectivity
cost function based on the algebraic connectivity λLt2 of the weighted undi-
rected graph defined in Section 6.2. We incorporate this cost function with
the cost in Equation (6.14) to obtain a transformed planning problem. Next,
we propose a distributed ADMM setup in order to solve the transformed
problem and plan nominal trajectories for the multi-robot system. We then
describe the method used for performing the optimization step within the
ADMM setup and analyze the complexity of its computational bottleneck.
Finally, we develop an approach to reduce the computational load of this
optimization step by deriving an approximation for the required Hessian ma-
trices.
6.3.1 Connectivity Cost and Transformed Planning Problem
As discussed earlier in Section 6.2, maintaining λLt2 above the specified lower
limit ε enables us to satisfy the connectivity maintenance requirement for
the multi-robot system as described in Equation (6.11). Thus, in order to
maintain λLt2 above ε, we define a connectivity cost function that grows to
infinity as λLt2 approaches ε. Various cost functions with the above property
have been proposed in the related works [81] and [84]. For a distributed
ADMM setup, it has been shown that the ADMM iteration complexity is
inversely proportional to the algebraic connectivity of the system [110]. Thus,





∀ λLt2 > ε, (6.26)
where kc is a parameter that determines the magnitude of the cost function.
Fig. 6.3 illustrates the connectivity cost function. In order to incorporate the
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Figure 6.3: The connectivity cost function J c as a function of the algebraic
connectivity λL2 (here kc = 0.001). The cost grows to infinity as λ
L
2
approaches a specified lower limit of ε = 0.1 as shown in Equation (26).













































b̌i,0 = bi,init ∀ i ∈ [1, N ],
b̌i,t+1 = gi(b̌i,t, ǔi,t) ∀ i ∈ [1, N ],∀ t ∈ [0, T − 1].
(6.30)
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The difference between Equation (6.14) and the transformed planning
problem is that the connectivity maintenance constraint has been incorpo-
rated in the cost function. The main reason behind transforming the planning
problem from Equation (6.14) to Equation (6.30) is to allow us to use exist-
ing optimization tools [47] within the ADMM setup, as will be discussed in
Section 6.3.3.
6.3.2 Distributed ADMM Setup
In order to solve the transformed planning problem from Equation (6.30),
we implement a distributed ADMM setup [111] that iteratively plans nom-
inal trajectories for the multi-robot system. In each ADMM iteration, each
robot optimizes only a subset of the robot trajectories in order to reduce the
computational load of the optimization step. The optimized trajectories are
then communicated with the rest of the system. After the communication
step, each robot updates its local ADMM consensus and dual variables be-
fore moving on to the next ADMM iteration. Finally, when the stopping
criteria is satisfied, the updated local ADMM consensus variable is used as
the planned nominal trajectories for the multi-robot system.
Each robot i begins by generating an initial guess for the nominal trajecto-
ries of the multi-robot system Ǔ (i,1), where the superscript denotes that the
variable is stored locally on robot i and is for the first ADMM iteration. The
initial guess is typically generated based on the local tasks for each robot.
We assume that the process used to generate the initial guess maintains λLt2
above ε ∀ t ∈ [0, T ]. Later in Section 6.4.1, we describe our method for ob-
taining the initial guess when the local task for each robot involves reaching
a desired position. Once the initial guess has been generated, the robot pro-
ceeds to initialize its local copy of the consensus variable as Ū (i,1) = Ǔ (i,1).
The ADMM dual variable Y (i,1) is initialized as a zero matrix.
Next, the robot begins the ADMM iterations. In each ADMM iteration k,
the robot first obtains a subset V(i,k) containing indices of the robot trajec-
tories to optimize. Different strategies can be deployed for obtaining V(i,k).
For example, setting V(i,k) = {i} results in a greedy optimization where the
robot optimizes its own trajectory; setting V(i,k) to contain neighboring robot
indices focuses more on the local connectivity rather than the global connec-
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tivity of the system. In our algorithm, we obtain V(i,k) such that it contains i
and cycles through the indices of other robots in the system. Let η represent
the number of elements in V(i,k). Table 6.1 shows an example of the sub-
sets V(i,k) for four ADMM iterations in a system with four robots and with
η = 3. We observe that this strategy for obtaining V(i,k) avoids the problem
of greedy optimizations and eventually results in nominal trajectories for the
system with lower overall costs as shown in Section 6.4.
V(1,k) V(2,k) V(3,k) V(4,k)
k = 1 {1, 2, 3} {2, 3, 4} {3, 4, 1} {4, 1, 2}
k = 2 {1, 3, 4} {2, 4, 1} {3, 1, 2} {4, 2, 3}
k = 3 {1, 4, 2} {2, 1, 3} {3, 2, 4} {4, 3, 1}
k = 4 {1, 2, 3} {2, 3, 4} {3, 4, 1} {4, 1, 2}
Table 6.1: Example of subsets V for a system with four robots, where η = 3
and up to k = 4 ADMM iterations are considered.
Once the subset V(i,k) has been obtained, the robot performs the optimiza-
tion step. In this step, we first initialize Ǔ (i,k+1) = Ū (i,k) and then only
update the trajectories for robots in the subset V(i,k). Based on the cost
function in Equation (6.30), the robot optimizes the following augmented
























b̌i,0 = bi,init ∀ i ∈ [1, N ],
b̌i,t+1 = gi(b̌i,t, ǔi,t) ∀ i ∈ [1, N ],∀ t ∈ [0, T − 1],
where ρ > 0 is the ADMM penalty weight, ǔ and ū(i,k) represent the cor-
responding vectors from matrices Ǔ and Ū (i,k) respectively, and y(i,k) repre-
sents the corresponding vector from dual variable matrix Y (i,k). We discuss
the method used to solve this optimization step later in Section 6.3.3.
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After the optimization step, the robot proceeds to the communication
step where each robot i shares the optimized trajectories Ǔ
(i,k+1)
V(i,k) that it
obtained from Equation (6.31). In this step, each robot receives the optimized
trajectories from all other robots in the system, potentially via multi-hop
communication. Later in Section 6.4.3, we account for a delay due to the
communication step while evaluating our planner under time constraints.
Note that our planner is distributed since each robot optimizes with respect
to a subset of trajectories. However, it is not decentralized since each robot
shares information with all other robots instead of only its neighbors.
Once the communication step is complete, each robot i receives the opti-
mized trajectories from all other robots. Note that the trajectory for each
robot has been optimized η times across the system. For example, in Ta-
ble 6.1 at ADMM iteration k = 3, the trajectory for robot 4 was optimized
by robots 1, 3 and 4, i.e., η = 3 times. Thus, based on the consensus update
step in [111], the robot calculates an average optimized trajectory for each










j · 1V(l,k)(j), (6.32)
where 1V(l,k)(j) is an indicator function equal to 1 if j ∈ V(l,k) and equal to 0
otherwise.
After the averaging step, it is possible that Ũ (i,k+1) might result in a trajec-
tory for the multi-robot system that does not maintain λLt2 above the spec-
ified lower limit of ε. Thus, in order to ensure that the consensus variable
Ū always results in trajectories that maintain λLt2 > ε, we use a line search
algorithm [112] to update Ū . We limit the change to Ū between iterations
as follows:
Ū (i,k+1) = Ū (i,k) + β · (Ũ (i,k+1) − Ū (i,k)), (6.33)
where β is a parameter that determines the amount of change in Ū . We begin
with β = 1 and check if the corresponding Ū (i,k+1) results in trajectories that
maintain λLt2 > ε. If λ
Lt
2 is not maintained above ε, we reduce β by a factor
γ as: β = γ · β, where 0 < γ < 1. We then calculate the new Ū (i,k+1) using
Equation (6.33) and repeat the process until Ū (i,k+1) results in trajectories
that maintain λLt2 > ε. Since our initial nominal trajectory guess maintains
λLt2 > ε, the line search in Equation (6.33) ensures that Ū always results in
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trajectories that maintain λLt2 > ε.
Note that the averaging step in Equation (6.32) and the consensus update
in Equation (6.33) can be performed on a central robot, similar to the ap-
proach in [113]. However, dependence on a central robot makes the algorithm
susceptible to potential single points of failures in the multi-robot system.
Additionally, the computational load for Equations (6.32) and (6.33) are rel-
atively low since they do not require any optimizations and hence can be
quickly performed on every robot. Finally, each robot i updates its ADMM
dual variable as follows:
Y (i,k+1) = Y (i,k) + ρ · (Ǔ (i,k+1) − Ū (i,k+1)), (6.34)
where ρ is the ADMM penalty weight defined in Equation (6.31).
Before beginning the next ADMM iteration, the robot checks if the stop-
ping criterion has been satisfied. The stopping criteria can be either convergence-
based, which is typical for applications when the planning is done in an offline
manner, or time-based, which is typical for online planning applications. If
the stopping criteria is satisfied, the robots set the last updated value of Ū as
the planned nominal trajectories for the multi-robot system. Since Ū always
results in trajectories that maintain λLt2 > ε, the output from our trajec-
tory planning algorithm always results in trajectories that maintain λLt2 > ε.
Thus, our algorithm satisfies the connectivity maintenance requirement from
Equation (6.11). Algorithm 3 summarizes our trajectory planning algorithm.
6.3.3 ADMM Trajectory Optimization and Complexity
Analysis
In order to obtain the optimized nominal trajectories Ǔ
(i,k+1)
V(i,k) in Equation (6.31),
we use the belief-space iterative Linear Quadratic Gaussian (belief-space
iLQG) method [47]. Since the analysis in the remainder of this section is ap-
plicable for a general subset of robot trajectories, we simply represent V(i,k)
as V . We first extend Equation (6.9) to define concatenated belief dynamics
for the subset V as follows:
bV,t+1 = gV(bV,t,uV,t) +MV(bV,t,uV,t)mV,t, (6.35)
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Algorithm 3 Trajectory planner
1: for i = 1, . . . , N do in parallel
2: Generate initial nominal trajectory guess Ǔ (i,1)
3: Initialize consensus variable Ū (i,1) = Ǔ (i,1), dual
variable Y (i,1) as zero matrix, and ADMM iteration k = 1
4: while stopping criterion is not satisfied do
5: Obtain subset V(i,k) of trajectories to optimize






V(i,k) to (and from) other robots
8: Calculate average optimized trajectories (Equation
(6.32)) to obtain Ũ (i,k+1)
9: Update consensus variable Ū (i,k+1) using line
search algorithm (Equation (6.33))
10: Update dual variable Y (i,k+1) (Equation (6.34))
11: Update ADMM iteration k = k + 1
12: end while
13: Set planned nominal trajectories as Ǔ = Ū (i,k)
14: end for
where bV is the concatenated belief vector of robots in the subset V . Next,
similar to Equation (6.12), the concatenated nominal trajectory for the subset
V is represented as (b̌V,0, ǔV,0, . . . , b̌V,T−1, ǔV,T−1, b̌V,T ), such that:
b̌V,t+1 = gV(b̌V,t, ǔV,t) ∀ t ∈ [0, T − 1]. (6.36)










b̌V,t+1 = gV(b̌V,t, ǔV,t) ∀ t ∈ [0, T − 1],
(6.37)
where ct is the cost at time instant t. While ct depends on the belief and
input vectors of the entire multi-robot system, for simplicity we write ct to
be a function of only b̌V and ǔV since only the trajectories for subset V are
being optimized. The belief-space iLQG method [47] begins with an initial
guess for the nominal trajectory and computes a locally optimal solution
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for Equation (6.37) by performing backward value iteration. The value it-













































(b̌V,t, ǔV,t), čt = ct(b̌V,t, ǔV,t).
As discussed in previous works related to belief-space iLQG [47, 22], one of
the primary sources of a computational bottleneck lies in the computation
of the Hessian čbb,t. In our trajectory planner, from Equations (6.27)-(6.31)
and (6.37), note that the cost function ct consists of the connectivity cost
function J ct . Thus, computation of čbb,t involves computing the Hessian
of the connectivity cost function J̌ cbb,t =
∂2Jct
∂bV∂bV
(λLt2 (b̌V,t)). For our belief-
space iLQG implementation, we observe that computing J̌ cbb,t is the primary
computational bottleneck. Thus, we analyze its complexity below.
For simplicity, we assume that the state vector xi,t has the same dimension
n for all robots in the system throughout the planning horizon. In this case,
the dimension of the belief vector for each robot, as defined in Equation (6.8),
is O(n2) since it contains elements from the state estimation covariance ma-
trix. Thus, the dimension of the concatenated belief vector bV is O(ηn
2),
since V contains η elements. Given the dimension of bV , the Hessian J̌ cbb,t
contains O(η2n4) entries. The typical approach to compute the required
Hessian in previous belief-space iLQG implementations is to use numerical
differentiation (central differences) [47, 22]. Using numerical differentiation
would require O(η2n4) evaluations of J ct , and consequently O(η
2n4) evalua-
tions of λLt2 . Considering the entire planning horizon, this results in O(η
2n4T )
evaluations of λLt2 per iteration of belief-space iLQG.
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Evaluating λLt2 requires obtaining the Laplacian matrix Lt whose elements
depend on the distance measure as shown in Equation (6.18). For obtaining
the distance measures between all robots in the system, we need to perform
eigendecompositions of the covariance matrices Σi,t ∀ i ∈ [1, N ] as shown in
Equation (6.17). Assuming the dimension of the position vector pi,t to be
%, each eigendecomposition can be evaluated in O(%3) time [114]. Thus, the
complexity to obtain Lt is of O(%3N). Once we obtain Lt, we need to perform
another eigendecomposition with complexity of O(N3) to obtain λLt2 . Thus,
the complexity of a single evaluation of λLt2 is of O(max(%
3N,N3)). Given
that we need O(η2n4T ) evaluations of λLt2 , we finally have a complexity of
O(η2n4T ·max(%3N,N3)) per iteration of belief-space iLQG.
Since the belief-space iLQG method is used for the optimization step within
each ADMM iteration, using numerical differentiation to compute J̌ cbb,t re-
sults in a prohibitively large computational load. Thus, in the next subsection
we develop an approach to approximate J̌ cbb,t and consequently reduce the
required computational load for the belief-space iLQG method.
6.3.4 Hessian Approximation for Complexity Reduction
In this subsection, we drop the time notation for simplicity since our approx-
imation is applicable ∀ t ∈ [0, T ]. As discussed in Section 6.3.3, the primary
computational bottleneck in our implementation of belief-space iLQG arises
in computing J̌ cbb,t. Thus, in this subsection we derive an analytical expres-
sion to approximate J̌ cbb,t and show that it significantly reduces the required
computational load.
We begin by obtaining the gradient of our metric λL2 with respect to the



















where eL2 is the eigenvector of L corresponding to the eigenvalue λ
L
2 , and e
L,(i)
2
is the ith element of eL2 . From Equation (6.18), we obtain the gradient of Aij
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Note that while the belief vector bi contains the state estimate and the esti-
mation covariance (Equation (6.8)), the distance measure l̄ij depends only on
the position estimate p̂i and the position estimation covariance Σi (Equation
(6.17)). Thus, in order to obtain
∂l̄ij
∂bi
in Equation (6.40), we only need the
gradient of l̄ij with respect to each element of p̂i and with respect to each
element of Σi. From Equation (6.17), the gradient of l̄ij with respect to p̂
(m)
i ,















































where ēΣi is the eigenvector of Σi corresponding to the largest eigenvalue





























Next, in order to approximate J̌ cbb, we begin by writing the second-order
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Taylor expansion of J c about b̌V :





2 (bV)− λL2 (b̌V))2
+ J̌ cλ(λ
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J̌ c = J c(λL2 (b̌V)).





We then approximate the term (λL2 (bV) − λL2 (b̌V)) in Equation (6.45) using
a first-order Taylor expansion about b̌V as follows:







. By substituting Equation (6.47) in Equation (6.45),
we get:
J c(λL2 (bV)) ≈
1
2
(bV − b̌V)>(J̌ cλλaa>)(bV − b̌V)
+ (bV − b̌V)>(J̌ cλa) + J̌ c, (6.48)
where (J̌ cλλaa
>) is an approximation for J̌ cbb. Note that in order to compute
the above approximation for J̌ cbb, we require only a single evaluation of λ
L
2 in
Equation (6.46). Considering the entire planning horizon, this results in only
T evaluations of λL2 per iteration of belief-space iLQG. This is in contrast to
using numerical differentiation which requires O(η2n4T ) evaluations as dis-




reduces the computational load of the belief-space iLQG method.
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6.4 Simulation Results
In this section, we evaluate our trajectory planning algorithm by simulating
multiple missions for a multi-UAV system. We first describe the simulation
setup which includes the UAV motion and sensing models, the cost functions
representing the local tasks, the method used for generating initial trajectory
guesses, and the values used for parameters within the planner. We then
discuss the performance of our planner for two types of planning applications:
offline and online. For offline planning we focus on the convergence of the
planner, whereas for online planning we focus on the planner performance
under time constraints. Additionally, for both applications we statistically
validate the connectivity maintenance of our trajectory planning algorithm.
All simulations in this section are performed on a 2.80 GHz Quad-core IntelTM
i7 machine.
6.4.1 Simulation Setup
For each UAV in the multi-UAV system, we consider a 2-dimensional (2D)
double integrator model as the motion model. The UAV state vector contains






, and the input vector is
the UAV accelerations. The motion model for the UAV can be written in
the form of Equation (6.1) as:
xi,t =

1 0 dt 0
0 1 0 dt
0 0 1 0











ui,t−1 + wi,t, (6.49)

























It is important to choose an appropriately small time-step dt such that the
system connectivity along the discretized trajectory represents the system
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connectivity in continuous time. For our simulations we choose dt = 0.2 s
which also reflects the rate of common sensor measurements such as global
positioning system or visual-based localization measurements. Additionally,
we set a maximum limit of 5 m s−2 on the magnitude of input accelerations.
Note that in contrast to a majority of previous connectivity maintenance
works, the above motion model does not assume that the UAVs can in-
stantaneously change their direction of motion. For the sensing model in
Equation (6.2), we consider position measurements:
zi,t =
[
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
]










Additionally, we assume that each UAV operates at a different altitude, simi-
lar to [22]. We make this assumption in order to alleviate inter-UAV collision
constraints and focus on the connectivity maintenance of the system.
As mentioned in Section 6.1.3, each UAV i is considered to have a local
task represented by a cost function Ji,t. For our simulations we consider the
local task of reaching a desired position along with minimizing the control
input effort. Thus, we use the following cost functions:












contains the desired position pi,des and desired




i are used to set the relative
importance of the different costs. For our simulations we set ṗi,des = 0.
We specify an initial position pi,init for each UAV i and set their initial







The initial state estimation covariance Pi,init is set as:
Pi,init =

0.1 m2 0 0 0
0 0.1 m2 0 0
0 0 0.001 m2s−2 0
0 0 0 0.001 m2s−2
 . (6.53)
For our simulations, we consider the system to be comprised of two types
of UAVs: primary and bridge. The local task for primary UAVs includes




1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 100 0
0 0 0 100






for each UAV i that is a primary UAV. On the other hand, bridge UAVs are
not assigned a desired position and hence focus on arranging themselves in
order to maintain connectivity within the system. Thus for each UAV i that
is a bridge UAV, we set:
W xi =

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 100 0
0 0 0 100






For the initial trajectory guess, we require a computationally inexpen-
sive method of generating a trajectory based on the local tasks for each
UAV. For example, sampling-based planners such as rapidly-exploring ran-
dom trees (RRTs) can be used in order to quickly plan trajectories around
obstacles [47, 116]; in a multiple target tracking application, each UAV can
be randomly assigned to track a separate target [22]. In our algorithm, we
use a Linear-Quadratic-Regulator (LQR) to obtain an initial trajectory guess
for each primary UAV i from xi,init to xi,des. For bridge UAVs, we simply
set the initial trajectory guess to be hovering at the initial position. If λLt2 is
not maintained above ε for the resulting trajectory guess of the multi-UAV
system, we consider new desired states (only for the initial trajectory guess
and not for the rest of the planner) midway between xi,init and the xi,des for
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all primary UAVs and repeat the process.
We consider a communication range of ∆ = 40 m and set the parameter
∆0 = 35 m in Equation (6.18). For the connectivity maintenance requirement
in Equation (6.11), we specify the lower algebraic connectivity limit ε = 0.1
and the corresponding probability value δ = 0.003 to reflect a 3σ confidence
level. We set T = 250, which results in a planning time horizon of 50 s. In
Equation (6.26), we set the parameter for the magnitude of the connectivity
cost as kc = 0.001. We set η = 2 for the number of elements in subsets V
obtained in the trajectory planner. Finally, for the line search algorithm used
to update the ADMM consensus variable in Equation (6.33), we set γ = 0.8.
6.4.2 Offline Planning
For offline planning applications, we simulate two missions for a system with
five UAVs. For the first offline mission we consider all five UAVs to be pri-
mary UAVs. Here we set the desired positions for the UAVs at a sufficient
relative distance such that the system connectivity would not be maintained
if each UAV reaches its desired position. Thus, the planner attempts to find
trajectories such that each UAV reaches as close as possible to its desired posi-
tion while still satisfying the connectivity requirement from Equation (6.11).
Fig. 6.4 shows the results for the first offline mission.
Figs. 6.4(a)-(d) show the process of convergence of our trajectory planning
algorithm. The planner begins by generating an initial trajectory guess using
the LQR-based method discussed in Section 6.4.1. Fig. 6.4(d) shows the final
planned trajectories obtained after the convergence-based stopping criteria
has been satisfied. Additionally, we simulate 1000 trajectory rollouts for the
multi-UAV system where each UAV tracks the planned trajectory using a
LQR controller. The simulated rollouts are later used to statistically validate
the system connectivity. In Fig. 6.4(e), we show the convergence of the cost
in the transformed optimization problem from Equation (6.30).
Fig. 6.4(f) shows the connectivity maintenance of the system along the
planned trajectories. Given that we incorporated the connectivity cost func-
tion (Equation (6.26)) in the transformed optimization problem (Equation (6.30)),
the planned trajectories maintain λL2 above the lower limit ε. As discussed in
Section 6.2, maintaining λL2 > ε results in satisfying the connectivity main-
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tenance requirement described in Equation (6.11). In order to statistically
validate that this requirement is satisfied, we compare the true algebraic
connectivity λL2 of the 1000 simulated rollouts against the lower limit ε in
Fig. 6.4(f). Only one (colored red) of the 1000 rollouts results in λL2 drop-
ping below ε. This statistically validates that the connectivity maintenance
requirement from Equation (6.11) is satisfied.
For the second offline mission, we consider the multi-UAV system to con-
sist of three primary UAVs and two bridge UAVs. Each primary UAV is
tasked with reaching a desired position, whereas the bridge UAVs are not as-
signed any desired positions. Fig. 6.5 shows the results for the second offline
mission. The convergence of our planning algorithm is shown in Figs. 6.5(a)-
(d). For the initial trajectory guess, we use the LQR-based method for the
primary UAVs, whereas for the bridge UAVs we set them to be hovering at
their initial positions. We observe that the final planned trajectories for the
primary UAVs reach their desired positions, while the bridge UAVs arrange
themselves in order to maintain connectivity within the system. Similar to
the first offline mission, we simulate 1000 trajectory rollouts where each UAV
uses LQR to track the planned trajectories. Fig. 6.5(e) shows the convergence
of the cost in the transformed optimization problem from Equation (6.30).
In Fig. 6.5(f) we show the connectivity maintenance of the system. The
planned trajectories maintain λL2 above the lower limit ε. For only two (col-
ored magenta) of the 1000 rollouts the true algebraic connectivity λL2 drops
below λL2 , whereas none drop below ε. This statistically validates that the
connectivity maintenance requirement from Equation (6.11) is satisfied.
6.4.3 Online Planning
For online planning applications, we evaluate our planning algorithm on two
missions under time constraints. We consider an online mission to be com-
prised of multiple segments and allot a maximum planning time for each
segment. This resembles applications such as exploration, coverage, or for-
mation control, where only a limited amount of computation time is avail-
able for planning trajectories while the remaining time is required for other
purposes such as analyzing sensor data or decision making. Given that we





Figure 6.4: Trajectory planning and connectivity maintenance for offline
mission with five primary UAVs. (a)-(d) Convergence of the planned
trajectories. (e) Convergence of the cost in the transformed optimization
problem (Equation (6.30)). (f) Statistical validation of connectivity
maintenance throughout the mission. Only one (red) of the 1000 trajectory





Figure 6.5: Trajectory planning and connectivity maintenance for offline
mission with three primary UAVs and two bridge UAVs. (a)-(d)
Convergence of the planned trajectories. (e) Convergence of the cost in the
transformed optimization problem (Equation (6.30)). (f) Statistical
validation of connectivity maintenance throughout the mission. Only two
(magenta) of the 1000 trajectory rollouts results in true algebraic
connectivity λL2 less than λ
L
2 , whereas none drop below the lower limit ε.
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Figure 6.6: Order of trajectory planning (orange) and execution (blue) for
online planning applications. We allot a maximum planning time for each
segment since the remaining time (yellow) could be required for other
purposes such as analyzing sensor data or decision making.
upcoming mission segment while executing the planned trajectories for the
current mission segment. Fig. 6.6 shows the order of planning and trajectory
execution for an online mission. We set a maximum planning time of 25 s
and a trajectory duration of 50 s for each mission segment. Additionally,
since our planner potentially requires multi-hop communication, we account
for a delay of 0.2 s in each ADMM iteration of our planning algorithm (Al-
gorithm 3).
For the first online mission, we consider a multi-UAV system with three
primary and two bridge UAVs. The primary UAVs are tasked with reaching
different desired positions in each segment. Fig. 6.7 shows the results for the
first online mission. Here, the desired positions for the first segment are se-
lected similar to the desired positions in the second offline mission (Fig. 6.5).
Note that due to a limited planning time, the planned trajectories for the
first segment do not converge to the desired positions for all UAVs. However,
as discussed in Section 6.3.2, the output from our trajectory planning algo-
rithm always satisfies the connectivity maintenance requirement from Equa-
tion (6.11). Fig. 6.7(a) shows the planned trajectories for the first segment
along with 1000 trajectory rollouts of the system. The final UAV positions
from the first segment are then used as initial positions while planning for
the second segment. Figs. 6.7(b) and 6.7(c) show the planned trajectories
and rollouts for the second and third segments. The convergence of the cost
from Equation (6.30) for the first three segments is shown in Figs. 6.7(d)-(f).
Note that the order of trajectory planning is as shown in Fig. 6.6. Fig 6.7(g)
shows the connectivity maintenance results for the complete mission. λL2 is
maintained above the lower limit ε throughout the mission. From the 1000
simulated rollouts, we observe that the true algebraic connectivity λL2 for
only two (colored magenta) rollouts drop below λL2 , while none drop below
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the limit ε.
For the second online mission, in order to evaluate our planner for a larger
multi-UAV system, we consider ten UAVs: six primary and four bridge. Ad-
ditionally, as shown in Fig. 6.8 we consider the mission to consist of six seg-
ments in order to show the planning results for a variety of configurations of
the desired UAV positions. Figs. 6.8(a)-(f) show the planned trajectories for
the six segments and Figs. 6.8(g)-(l) show the convergence of the correspond-
ing costs. In Fig. 6.8, we show the connectivity maintenance throughout the
mission. Similar to the first online mission, λL2 is maintained above the lower
limit ε. The true algebraic connectivity of only one (colored magenta) of the
1000 simulated rollouts drops below λL2 , while none drop below ε. Thus, the
connectivity maintenance requirement from Equation (6.11) is satisfied for
both online missions.
6.5 Chapter Summary
We have designed a trajectory planning algorithm for global connectivity
maintenance of multi-robot systems. The planner address two limitations
in previous connectivity maintenance works: it accounts for robot motion
and sensing uncertainties, and it considers robot motion models which do
not necessarily have a instantaneously changeable direction of motion. To
address the connectivity maintenance requirement in the planner, we first de-
fine a weighted undirected graph to represent a system with uncertain robot
positions. The algebraic connectivity of this graph is then used to define
a transformed trajectory planning problem which is solved by a distributed
ADMM setup. We analyze the complexity of the optimization step within our
ADMM setup and develop an approach to reduce its computational load by
approximating the required Hessian matrices. Finally, we evaluate the plan-
ner on simulated offline and online missions of multi-UAV systems. Our
algorithm plans trajectories to complete the local tasks for each UAV while
maintaining connectivity within the system. We simulate a 1000 trajectory
rollouts for each mission and statistically validate the connectivity mainte-
nance.
While we have demonstrated the utility of our planner in addressing the





Figure 6.7: Trajectory planning and connectivity maintenance for online
mission with three primary and two bridge UAVs. (a)-(c) The final planned
trajectories and rollouts for each segment of the mission. (d)-(f)
Convergence of the cost in the transformed optimization problem for a
maximum planning time of 25 s. (g) Statistical validation of connectivity
maintenance throughout the mission. Only two (magenta) of the 1000
trajectory rollouts results in true algebraic connectivity λL2 less than λ
L
2 ,




(g) (h) (i) (j) (k) (l)
(m)
Figure 6.8: Trajectory planning and connectivity maintenance for online
mission with six primary and four bridge UAVs. (a)-(f) The final planned
trajectories and rollouts for each segment of the mission. (g)-(l)
Convergence of the cost in the transformed optimization problem for a
maximum planning time of 25 s. (m) Statistical validation of connectivity
maintenance throughout the mission. Only one (magenta) of the 1000
trajectory rollouts results in true algebraic connectivity λL2 less than λ
L
2 ,
whereas none drop below the lower limit ε.
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work exist. First, a natural extension includes exploring decentralized ar-
chitectures in order to improve the scalability of our planner with respect
to communication and computational load. Second, we plan to evaluate the
performance of our planner for nonlinear robot motion and sensing models
where an approximate state distribution from an extended Kalman filter is
used for defining the graph in Section 6.2. Third, it is desirable to include
additional realistic constraints for the multi-robot system such as line-of-
sight communication and collision avoidance. Finally, we also plan to test




This dissertation designed trajectory planning algorithms for robotic systems
under motion and sensing uncertainties. We developed a reachability anal-
ysis to predict possible robot deviations along trajectories while accounting
for a stochastic uncertainty and an additional bounded bias in the sensor
measurements. The reachability analysis was integrated with an existing
trajectory planning framework to plan collision-safe trajectories. For multi-
robot systems, we designed a distributed trajectory planner that maintains
system connectivity under motion and sensing uncertainties. Simulation re-
sults under various scenarios were shown to statistically validate that the
trajectory planners maintained collision-safety and connectivity within the
system. The contributions are summarized as follows:
• Chapter 2 presented required preliminaries from the fields of set theory
and graph theory. We described the probabilistic zonotope set rep-
resentation used in our reachability analysis. Set operations including
the Minkowski sum, linear transform, confidence set and projection op-
erations were defined. We discussed the topic of algebraic connectivity
of a graph which is a commonly used metric to represent the global
connectivity of a multi-robot system.
• Chapter 3 described our reachability analysis for robotic systems with
linear motion and sensing models. The reachability analysis problem
was formulated where we modeled the sensing uncertainties to con-
tain a Gaussian stochastic component along with a bounded bias. We
then used mathematical induction to derive the expression to compute
reachable sets along a candidate trajectory. Here the reachable sets
were computed as a function of the initial set of states, the initial state
estimation error set, and the sets of motion and sensing uncertain-
ties along the trajectory. We statistically validated that the computed
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reachable sets captured the possible robot deviations for two simulated
linear systems (a single-integrator and a double-integrator system) with
noisy positioning measurements.
• Chapter 4 extended our reachability analysis to robotic systems with
non-linear motion and sensing models. Here the reachable sets were
computed as a function of the initial set of states, the initial state es-
timation error set, the sets of motion and sensing uncertainties along
the trajectory, and the sets of linearization errors (Lagrange remain-
ders) along the trajectory. We proposed a Gaussian approximation of
these linearization errors where the projection operation from Chap-
ter 2 was used. A 2D Dubins model with noisy ranging measurements
was simulated to statistically validate the computed reachable sets.
• Chapter 5 designed a trajectory planning algorithm that used our
reachability analysis from Chapters 3 and 4 to plan collision-safe tra-
jectories. The planning framework from [51] was used due to its highly
parallelizable structure which is desirable for real-world applications.
We proposed a heuristic approximation to speed up the reachable set
computation by discarding quantities that have a negligible contribu-
tion. A metric for the size of the reachable sets (which are represented
by probabilistic zonotopes) was designed, which allowed us to com-
pare candidate trajectories and eliminate undesirable ones. We demon-
strated the applicability of the planner for fixed-wing UAVs navigating
using GNSS pseudorange measurements. Simulation results were rep-
resented for planning collision-safe trajectories in a static environment
and in a shared airspace with other operating UAVs. The collision-
safety of the planned trajectories was statistically validated.
• Chapter 6 addressed trajectory planning for connectivity maintenance
of multi-robot systems under motion and sensing uncertainties. We
first defined a weighted undirected graph that accounts for uncertain
robot positions arising due to the motion and sensing uncertainties.
We showed that the algebraic connectivity of this graph is a probabilis-
tic lower-bound (with a desired confidence level) for the true algebraic
connectivity of the system. Next, a distributed ADMM-based trajec-
tory planner was described that maintained the algebraic connectivity
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of the proposed graph above a specified lower limit. The planning was
done in a non-myopic fashion, i.e., by considering the trajectory of the
robots over multiple future time instants. We analyzed the compu-
tational load of the optimization step within the ADMM framework
and derived an approximation of required Hessian matrices to reduce
the computational load. Various multi-UAV missions were simulated
to validate the connectivity maintenance performance of the trajectory
planner under motion and sensing uncertainties.
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